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PADUCAH PAIL. REGISt
.'Register, Est. May, 0196.
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PADUCAH, KY.. FRIDAY MORN

to contribute out of the public
treasury, to CfnIttlttreiat •clubs, for
purpose of helping advertise a town
and' bring in new industries. This
' bill is not effective until June, but
. the local club is taking isssup sight
away to see if the city boards here
will not make pn allowance of $1,soo
mayor 1.eiser says he favors
the idea, but thinks the city should
allow only so much each month, F.G. RUDOLPH, THOMAS CR10E
and
not turn over the whole $1,5oo
AND H. H. LOVING
Former Indiana Auditor Is Sento the club. By monthly allowances,
BACK HERE.
the contribut'ons can be stopped by
tenced for Embezzlement.
the city when it is seen the money
of?
is not being properly spent.

SHERRICK
JUROR HAS
MUST GO
CONFESSED
TO PRISON
HE ACCEPTED
TWO BRIBES
.

E.

MONROE,

SR.,

G MA Hell 30, 1906.

NEWPORT. MAKES AFFI-

24.-

DEPOSITIONS
IN ROSE CA E

\r()IA 'a,

240

jAmEs
E
THE NOMINEE

three yeas, while there was accepted the resignation of Dr. C. E. I
Whitesides,1 the trustee chosen last
Seholans Entering Upon
Contest
resigniti now on account of going
to CfReinnati tp locate. His successor to fill out the remnioioo two
.;.o.. - ( I..
will be selected at ithe next lodge.
session. •
The tneetingslast evening was at- FIRST DISIVICT .DEiffOCRATIC
tended by Mr. Perry C. Applegate,
COMMITTEE MEETS AT
of Osvensbpro,..Xy., who is district
deputy for the and exalted ruler of
PRINCETON:
the United %ates, Hon. Robert W.
Brown of Louisville.
8

They Took Depositions of Bank OfIndianapolis, Ind., March
Next Tuesday No More Entries
auditor
David E. Shavick, former
ficials in Rose Life Insurance
Being Made, he Primary Wi
bf state, who was ousted from office
Case—Other Litigation.
*
last fall by Goyernor Hanly, was
be Chlled Off.
Special
yesterday sentenced by
to
Prominent Damage Suit Lawyers Judge James E. McCullough
Peeve feces two to twenty-one years
Susand 'Officials
in the state penitentiary at Michigan
Messrs. Feltic G. Rudolph, H. H.
Trobibilities are that one, week
City. The crime for which be was
parted.
Loving and .Alittorney Thomas. Crice
from today the First Congressional
convicted was that of =bending
returned yes:rday morning from COMMITTEE
WILL
$12o,ocio of state funds. The court REV. CULPEPPER IS EXPECTRECOM- District Democratis Commatee will
.>
.
Louisville
e theedky before tlwv
trial.
new
for
a
oyerruled the motion
meet at Priuceom, Ky., and declare
ED TODAY FROM IUKA.
MEND THAT ritl-oao BROADtook depositions in .he' suit of Felix
The actibn of Governor Hanly in
Congressman 011ie M.. jambes:as the
Newport, Ky., March a9.--Com- ousting Sherrick from office caused a
G. Rudolph, atifiiniStrator of HerbWAY COME DOWN.
party nominee of'this distr§ct to sueBurAttorney
W.
A.
monwealth's
great sensation in Indiana, as the
ert A. Roses ginM. the National
.,
ceed himself. This.. Priticeton meetkamp, of Newport, has secured from state auditor was one of the most
They
took
pany.
lnsurane
C
Life
Rev.
C.
W.
Welch,
of
Jackson,
Taut,
. ,
William E. Monroe, Sr., an affidavit popular men in the commonwealth
ing was decided upon several weeks
the evidence i jhnty cotirIom
sin which, as a jurot. in three cases, and named his personal friends by
ago wilen the committee gathered at
Anticipating Call From Some
it The Committee Found
Edward
ty, 131. will ,
at the Falls
lie admits that he had been bribed. legion.
this point to arrange for the-primary,
0,
case
one
$ie
in
he
got
Paducah
swears
next
He
Church.
trial
when the suit
Morgan the Lowest Maar to
etc.
Loans the State's Money.
and $se hs another. A judgment in
,,court.
Allay in the locjiik
The hest session of the culmmittee
to Overhaul Hose Wagon.
the one case was secured for pip's°
Word was first passed to GovernThe depositions ken were from
.. .tas held here the isth of this month,
The defendent in the second case or Manly that he s hould watch
parties cantle e with the Western
Wd at that time taints elesirrstisigot off free. Monroe swears thatehe Sherrick, who, it was rumored, was
Rev. j'. E. Culpepper, of Iuka,Miss., Nstionalsltan
mary should be held June
which
tb seLouisville,
t
representing
the
one
bribed
by
was
loaning lathe quantities of the state's has not yet arrived to help Rev. T.
lect
the
party
nominee..
COI
Cogbyess.
insurthe
winning aide in both cases.
.money to friends on bad security. J. Newell at the Broadway Methodist claims the $i4000 policy
Yesterday the joint fire committee- Provision was also made that aP canThe affidavit implicates a damage The governor started an investiga- church revival, but will get here to- ance company had on the life of Rose from the city I4gialative bodies, and didates ihould put up by April 3rd,
Co.,
Lumber
Kentuckyilifill
and
suit lawyer, a.former Campbell coun- tion end found that large sums had day Ind immediately take an activs The
before Chief James Wood" of the fire ie- their entrance fees, out of which the
ty official, a present official of.,..the been placed in this manner by the part in the protracted gathering. Last of which. Roseowan a member
p0li7 partment, inspected Ott buildingl at expense ii the printery is to be paid.
the
of
proceeds
she
claims
county and five others. For two auditor. Hanly forthwith asked his nightt-.Jar. Newell preach d a strong death,
Rose awe • and iao Broadway, and decided The fina clause is that if only .spne'.
diet
ground
on
lie
icy
sermon on "Manifestation of Divine
years the members of the Campbell resignation and an accounting.
tern National ?is recommend to thd council next candid- 'fenters by -April 3rd, the Jeriheard by a large the firm. Thes*A,V
county bar have been morally cerSherrick before he was nominated Isive" and it
othecatedsthe Monday evenini, and the aidermeu mary ter tjurse 9th shairbe called o11,
Rhse
h
claims
Bank
tain that juries have been packed, for auditor was in the insursace congregation.
a kip they the Thursday 'following, that the and AtIril 7th the district committee
ehip
then
to
policy
jurors bribed and that the grand busisess. He is married, but has no , The services were started Wednes- made him. Thes RD
estiste, repre- two structures. be condemned, and meets at Princeton to declare this
npminee.
jury has been tampered with.
children. His wife is an invalid. day evening and are being held only sented by Feltz Iph 'claims the owners cpmpelled to tear
them lone candidate the
of evenings, but after arrival of Dr.
It is understood that warrants will His home is at Noblesville.
the
in
filed
suit
down. 4s is on iccount of their
Congressman James Is the only one
Cu'pepper it will be '-cided whether policy, hence the
be issued against prominent people;
courts to ckcidewho gets the money. °VI delapipted coition.
44
)
0
who has entered the race and will
the
day
servic
e
shall
be
held
each
that disbarment proceedings will be
Many a girl who has money a
For several years complaint has doubtless be declased the nominee at
morning c • during th afternoon.
begun against members of the bar burn doesn't seem to care for a
Picard.
Stye*
been
Some
madek about them, the one at Princeton one' week Croon today as
:
match.
• and that arrests will be made.
Second Baptist
44$ Boistrlainy•being Where the Kahn none other is' corning: see although
Judge Lightfoot in the quarts*
there areethe usual number of -wouldAs the meeting at the Second Bap- court yesterddpiteard evidence in the liquor home formerly stood, and be's" who have announced that their
tist church continues the Interest suit of A.' L. Hayes against the P'e- which is otned by Me. Jake Weil.
frknds wanted them to rum but they
grows deeper and .arger congrega- ducah Music COmpany for $142, plain- The Tao Bioadway house belongs to
could not do so. These announcetions are coming out to hear the good tiff claims defendant owes him as Mrs. T. H. Putrear and was ocusual ones given out
cupied
by
the S. F. Groner install- ments are the
sermons delivered by Rev.S. H. Cun- commiNons on pianos he sold for
yers
but none have venevery
two
nnghant and his assistant, Rev. E. the musk cOmpany. After hearing ment firm which discontinued busiup against the stalwart contured
B. Ferrer. 'Everybody is Most cord'- some of the testimony, the judge con- ness some months ago.
gressman in an attempt to wrest the
hilly invited to participate in the re- tinued the action over an lef‘, it
The places have stood for many
office from him:
vival.
open for more evidence and the argu- years and declined into a delapidated
The Louisville Post is surely down the mystery surrounding the death,
state which the cotnmittee and fire
ments.
surface.
amaisim.
Mite Society.
piltra:T
chief thinks render them liable to
to business in writing up the Mrs. but nothing came to
.Wednesday night and yesterday be
collapse. The earth underneath the
This
afternoon
at
3
o'clock
the
LaNote.
Nashville,
on
a
at
Sued
murder
Mangeurn
Rose
was in company with • Detective dies' Mite Society of the First Bapfoundations has sunk and let the
there
morning
Tenn., as yesterday
Moore of this city. The newspaper tist church will meet With Mrs. RichWilliam Schroeder filed a Suit walls bulge to one aide, while large
lett this city for Cairo, Mr. Silas man abandoned his skiff at this ard C,alissi of Tenth and Madison against Henry A. Douglas for $700, cracks exist in them it is deeined
claimed due upon a note defendant advisable they be torn down, before
Bent, one of the correspondents who city, and yesterday atoning went to streetz.
executed plaintiff September 6th, they take a tumble and
train
to
o'clock
the
9:30
Cairo
on
catch somehad come to Paducah all the way in
see what he could find out there, and
1905, when Scbroedier sold to Doug- one, for they are a constant menace
Ilapscting Ca
near
a skiff from Nashville, fleeting down
Third
South,
on
get up data for his newspaper arRev. C. W. WAch stated last night las the grocery
to persons passing.
the Cumberland river to see if he tickle He thinks he will be back that while it is true a Paducah, Ky., Norton street The note was due in
There is a provision that if the
claims
Schroeder
PIMPLE
CENTRAL
months
but
HOME
could find anything that woul4 un- here for a day or two before end of ehurch may call him, yet he will not twelve
city
authorities find a building is unit.
on
been
paid
ever,
has
nothing
with
ravel the great mystery apparently the week. Mrs. Mangrum lived in accept if called. He is pleased
EXECUTE ONE TO COLUMquit business several weeks safe, it can be condemned and orsurrounding the death of the Nash- Nashville, but it has never yet been Jackson and has no idea or desire Douglas
dered
torn
down.
Buth
buildings
ago because trade 'was
BIA COMPANY.
ville woman whose' body was pulled ascertained whether she was mur- of leaving. His church is in excellare now empty.
exWelch
Rev.
but
ent
condition,
out of the Ohio elver at Cairo, to dered there and her body pitched
Contract L.
which place it floated from where into the river, or whether she was pects to Mahe even greater advances
While the committee was together
in the future. e— Jackson (Tenn.)
she *as killed.
killed at some intermediate point.
Whig.
yesterday they opened the bids put
, Mr. Bent said his paper was doing
Mr. Bent reports that although his
in
by different parties, showing for Wilson Drug Company Transferred
everything possible to help unravel long skiff trip was naturally atSociety S.
what these respective bidders will State Liquor License to The Jackthe mystery, and that he left Nash= tended with many disadvantages and
The Ramsey Society of the BroadLIGHTFOOT overhaul and remodel the hoseT.
R.
ville last 4aturday in a skiff ancl disagreeable features, still on —the way Methodist church wilt bold their JUDGE
son St. Drag Store.
wagon of No. 3 fire department
PLACED IN THE CHAIR
floated all the way down the Cum- whole it was unusually interesting cake sale toinorrow at Ogilvie's store
house.
The
propositions showeil
s
herland river to this city, which hi and he enjoyed the novelty of the on Fourth and Broadway.
LAST EVENING.
that Blacksmith Edward Morgan of
reached Wednesday night. At the tour whicleobrotight him in touch,
South Third street was the 'lowest
'different towns en route down hi with every city passed by the floatSCHOOL ESSAYS.
bidder, and the contract has been
Yesterday in the county clerks
would see if he 'could find anything ing body, if it develops Mrs. ManThe Meeting Was Attended by awarded him, of course,
subject to office was filed for record the deed
that looked favorable to unraveling" glum was merdered at Nashville.
award the composer a prize, and
DepPerry App'egate. District
ratification by the full board next if trust or mortgage executed by the
Eagarly—P•maching at Schools.
weak. He agreed to do the work Home Central 'telephone company
uty For Grand Exalted Ruler.
for $36o.
to the Columbia Finance and Trust
junior
Twenty members of the
New wheels, axles and frame will company of Louisville. The Home
class in English in Miss Emma
The Elks lodge room on North have to be put on, rubber tires will company is the syndkate that has
Morgans r00111, are writing essays
nightltrowded be attached, the wheels made ball- bought up all the independent teleon "The Need of An Athletic Field Fourth street was last
throng of bearing, and improve :n every way phone systems throughout the Peelarge
unusually
an
with
COMMERCIAL CLUB WANTS in School Work," and from the enthe annual all the defective parts needing it.
by
out
drawn
members,
tion of the country, including the
comciisinterested
tire number a
Sum_
FROM
PUBLIC
psaved
and—
shot
wee--14•141,
h--tempitrty,---- -The- Central
b-fa-tee w1W liTect tirt telt One,
sonTREASURY.
gathering
TIte,
lively.
quite
$5,000,00s
issues
concern
Home
awarded the composer a prize, and
•
o'drock,
mortgages and grants a deed of
the article be published in the tinned untili nearly eleven
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE WILL
trust to tbeColumbia company to
are and although a spirited tession, was
daily papers. The children
SEE ALL LAWYERS.
-• Major Yeiser Fivore the Measure,
very harmonious awl interesting.
rotect the loan.
The mortgage
eagerly entering upon the contest.
The new officers chosen to serve
But Wants Payments Made in
covers many pages and is printed in
It is understood the revivalists of
Yeeteeday afternoon t e ReLl pamphlet form.
Monthly Installments.
the city what permission for use of during the coming fiscal year are:
They Will Have in at Nest Week's
the schools. The board takes up the Exalted Ruler—Richard T. Light- Druggists Association held at the
Full Board Session a
City Hall its weekly session for the
foot.
Liquor License.
matter .next Tuesday, and it will
Raconuttendation.
Yesterday meeting of the joint probably be rejected, as this might Esteemed Leading Knight—Richsrd purpose of discussing different matThe Wilson Drug company of tts
ters of interest to the organization
D. Clements.
'finance committee of the city boards interfere with the scholars' studies,
Second street has transferred
South
that
consists
oil
every
retail
drug
WalEsteemed Loyal Knight—Earl
was held at the City Hall, to con- although upbuilding religion.
dealer in the city. The menvbxs its state liquor license to the Jack'Ajek•rman W. T. Miller of the ju- fer with a Commercial club deleters.
eficiary committee for his city legis- gation headed by Mr. George C.
Esteemed Lecturing Knight—A. W. have. decided to meet every week and son Street Drug company of tot*
New Jersey's Trial Trip.
More thoroughly organize for their Jackson street.
lative board, stated yesterday thatio- Wailece, the object of the discussion
Grief.
mutual benefit. Although the body
Washington, D.C., March aft—This Secretary—Henry P. N'una.
.day or tomorrow the committee being to get' an annual contribution
(11%
has been organized for a number of
Property Sold.
Would get figures from thk balance
the
trial
trip
is
the
date
set
for
of
the
Treasurer—Dow Wilcox.
of $1,3oo from the city treasury toyears, stilt rto regular sessions were
cost
for
new battleship New Jersey over the Tyler—Al Foreman.
of the lawyers, showing the
the club continue its
Mamie K. ?Wheeler has sold to J.
ever held.
•
asliating in the litigation instintted wards helping
Pocklaad (Mk) course. Her buildWilliam H. Farley, the retiring
W. Nabb for $839.77, peoperey lyins
delegation and
The
club
work.
and
Gilbert
Yesterday
Dr.
Jesse
TeleTennessee
East
agalist the
ers and officers say she 's as fit as a exalted ruler, Ives elected Pilducah
s ti• .Bythe Wallace were. selected as on Guthrie avenue. The deed wall
phone Company by the municipaiity. finance committee talked the matter race horse. Although no speed predelegate to the grand lodge of the the Paducah &leg.-- s to attend the filed for record yesterday with the
length,
but
no
decision
some
over
at
figures
has
wefts'
committee
today
The
mium depends upon her work
United States ilthich meets during nrinual gathering o1 the National As- county clerk.
from a number of la'wvers, white the will be made until tonight when the the rivalry between the Fore River
Denver, Colo. Mr. Harry sociation which meets October 6th at
others they wanted. to confer with finance bodsi meets; in regular Ses- company and the older shipbitilders July at
was named the alter- Atlanta, Ga.
Johnston,
G
Notary Public.
ovei
?
bills
held
agttinst
sion
to
check
have been out of the city this week,
insures her being pushed to the limit
case'the regular repThe druggists say ther On°
4 thing
•
bat • have returned. The committee the municipality, and get then'. in of her possible speed. The New nate, to go in
12. K. Taylor qualified yesterday
in the report from New York that. a
resentative dia not.
Jersey is a sister ship of the Nebr
sail report to the council next Misn- shape for allowance next week.
stor
cut-rate
before
the county clerk AA a notary/
open
resyndicate
would
was
Hughes
Mr. Sattitudi B.
The state legislature session just Ica and the Rhode lislaikt, of re.
day night and aldermen the following
public.
in
Paducah.
term
of
a
trustee
for
lodge
elected
Thursdfly evening.
past, adopted a bill permitting cities tons and to,000 horsepower.
DAVIT.

PASTOR WILL
ARRIVE TODAY

BIJILDINGS
CONDEMNED,

4

•••

MIL

.1111041••••••111

111.1.41

WORKING MANGRUM MURDER
BY FLOATING DOWN RIVER

URGE DEED
OF MORTGAGE

4

ELKS ELECTED

PROSECUTE
' ADVERTISE CITY
TELEPHONE
COMPANY

RETAIL DRUGGISTS
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PRINCIPALS
I
TO BE ELECTED

JUDGE O'SULLIVAN'S CHARGE

A musements

To Grand Jury on Political
tributions.

Con-

as the court gives it. If corporate
funds were diverted from its rightful
owner and given away without the
slightest expectation of profit or financial return, was any person deprived of his property? Has any citi-

:en a right to expect profit or financial
return from) such a transaction with
"The Christian" Tonight.
a
political party? kf a person was deJudge
O'Sullivan
•
in
Ydrk
of
New
Tonight The Rodney Stock comSUPT. LIEB WANTS THIS DONE pany will present Hall Cain's five his charge to the grand jury in re- prived of his property and the transaction was falsely accounted for, or
act pastorial drama "The Christian." gard to contributions to political cam.
NEXT WEEK.
not accounted' for at all, or if there
This is Mr. Rodney's feature bill of pagns from insurance companies said:
were false entries to conceal it, or no
"Officers of a corporation who are entries whatever, have you evidence
the entire repertoire and special
scenery and electrical effects are car- employed to manage and invest cor- of intention to defraud? The answer
ried by this company especially for porate funds for the profit 9f the corThe Principal's Session Was held tried production. Every theatre goer poration are limited in that respect is with you, under instructions from
the court, already given, namely:
is acquainted with the merits of this to financial investments. Si, watch- That felonious intent is criminal inYesterday Afternoon—Issued 177
pouplar bill, and
Mr.' Rodney ful is the law over funds intrusted to tent, and criminal intent is to take
Identification Carde.
piomises that no expense or time such officers that it prohibits in cer- with the intent to deprive and dehas been spared in making this one tain instances investment even in se- fraud.
oi the strongest pieces to be offered curities frequently considered in the
"If you find that such officers did
business world as standard securities. so misappropriate property, the court
here this week.
There is a wide range between such
charges you that it' is your duty to
The company always plays this investment and
Superintendent C. M. Lieb of the
the giving away of find that the crime of larceny has
piece
at
the
last
week
as
they
can
public schools, is liming the trustees
corporate funds to a political party.
to elect next Tuesday night those always count on a packed audience If you find that they have been so been committed,"
principals who are to serve for the when it is put on.
diverted, you will fild that they have
Bud Dales smiling countenance
scholastic year, commencing the sec- Tomorrow
afternoon
another been misappropriatt, and to that exand sunn; disposition are quite sufond Monday of next September. The matinee will be given, the bill to be tent in violation of the law.
You
superintendent thinks this should be offered is a beautiful four act must find, however, the operation col- ficient to drive away the blues from
done now in order to let the princi- comedy drama entitled "Reaping ored with felonious intent before you one.
pals now serving know whether or The Harvest." The piece is special- may call it crime. Your question,
not they are to be employed for an- ly adapted for children as well as 'Was there felonious intent?' must be
With the exception of the Smiths,
other year. If they are not they will the grown folks.
answered by yourselves; but the Joneses and Browns, there are few
then have time to seek positions in
court gave you the law on the sub- families as old as the Hills.—Chicago
other cities.
and you are bound to take it News.
ject,
Before and After.
For a number of years the trustees
Fritz Williams has the enviable
waited, until Pune before naming the
distinction of being the
mostprincipals and teachers who were to
kissed man on the American stage.
eve. This proved a handicap for
those not re-elected), because June At least, he has been the victim-was so late in th year they did not orwilling subject—of more kisses
have time after being unsuccessful before the footlights than has fallen
here, to get employment elsewhere, to the lot of any other actor in
as other cities selected their corps of recent years. As the nervous Doceducators about the same time. See- tor Page, in "Before and After,"
ing the advantage the applicants for who swallows the mischief-making
local positions are placed in, the trus- "Sunny Jim Pewders," he is obliged
tees last year during the April board to kiss his own wife before the audiOf Coarse.
meeting, elected the principals for ence. In his time he has had to
The Silent One Neard Prom.
"Which Is the most theatrical
the present school year that began kiss other men's wives before de"'And you say you did not give this
the idiotic citizen.
.last September and ends next June. lighted audiences, or submit to being Interview which appears in to-day's stater inquired
"Give it up."
Now Superintendent Lieb wants this osculated by them, and so the paper to my reporter?" asked the
"Texas."
done again this year, and then elect novelty of playing stage lover to his newspaper man.
"Why so"
next Tuesday the principals who own wife does
"That Is precisely what I say." re. 'Ain't it the lone star?"--Chicago
not make the piece
are to serve during the 1906-0e school lose in
plied the indignant caller.
appealing
Sun.
Katherrealism.
year. If the election were not held
"Why, my reporter said he called at
ine Florence, the dainty comedienne,
ones will be re-elected.
your offIcs and talked for four hours
One Explanation.
Another reason the superintendent who scored so brilliantly as the with somebody."
you
ever notice that you eel.
"Did
wants the election next Tuesday manicurist in Maxine Elliott's origi"Oh. that was my silent partner."— dom and a womakwho stutters when
nal
production
of
Only
Way,"
"Her
night is the principals can right away
Yonkers Statesman.
she talks?"
commence outlining work for next and as Gretchen, in "It Happenedein
"That's so. I wonder why?"
Nordland,"
We
All.
So
is
De
Mrs. Fritz Williams
year. If the election was a ot held
"I suppose they haven't got time"
"There are some disadvantages in
until June the principals chosen in private life. "And I want to tell
—Cleveland Leader.
would not be in good position to out- you," she cbnfided to an interview- being a millionaire."
"For instance"
Looking for Trouble.
line much work, as vacation exists er the other day," marriage adds
"Well. millionaires are continually
She—Where will we stop for dinnee
By piquancy to stage love. There are
between June and September.
selecting them now, they can get into no make-believe kisses between us getting letters threatening them with dear, if we go out in the automol
He—Oh, we had better take our dis
their work for next year, between in 'Before and After.' I like to kiss all aorta of awful fates unless they
now and •Jkine and have much out- Fritz and I don't care who knows Immediatily pay the writers large ner along, and we'll eat wherever we
happen to stop.—Yonkers Statesman.
lined by the time this session closes. it." At The Kentucky on Monday sums of money."
"That's nothing. I get just such
In this manner if any principal hap- night.
°arrested.
month."—Cleveland
letters
every
pened not to be re-elected next TuesGehhart—I sawn* he is breathless
Leader.
day night that especial one would
ly awaiting the possible outcome ol
Adelaide Thurston Coming.
not help outline next yeares work, as
that will-contest?
It,
Didn't
Start
Es
it would be useless, he not be'ne in
Theatregoers are soon to have a
Carson•—More likely breathlessly
TheBeak—Defendant asserts that
the service after June.
chance to see Miss Adelaide Thurs- you provoked the assault by throwing awaiting the possible income—Judge
ton, a little star who has made her- a doubt upon his veracity.
Principal's Meeting.
self very popular over the entire
The Proeecutor—Tain't true, sir, It
His last Words.
Yesterday afternoon at the office of country. It has been often said of was'imwot done the throwing. "You're
A girl in an automobile
Superintendent Lieb on West Broad- this fascinating young
has dawn as old mss with a mulls;
woman that a bloomin' liar," was all I sea, sir, and
When they Melted up the pieces
way the weekly meeting of the prin- the lights in theatres
with
that
he
ups
lump
with
o'
a
big
are made to
He said: "Tatum liti•C*11,
cipals was held. Ordinarily it is con- seem dim
You don't knew hew tunny I Se.by the radiance of her brick and chucks It slap at my 'end.
ducted each Friday afternoon after
-Houston Peet.
smiles.
She
is
to
appear
here
next
Repeated of Alm.
school hours, but the last celeritar
Tuesday right at The Kentucky in
"Mr. Bouvet* laughs uproaronsly at Di POSITION TO BE OVSBLOCIEZD
week of the month closing the school
successful
play, his wife's jokes, and I caa't for the
month, and th:: teachers all make out her enormously
morfthly reports showing room atten- "The Triumph of Betty." A well- life of me see any point to them. "
"Why, I can see why he laughs every
dance, etc., the pr;ncipals session is known writer after seeing Miss
held on Thursday afternoon. This Thurston as 'Betty' gave as his im- time."
"Yon can"'
will give the principals a chance to pression that she was everything a
"Yes: he laughs because be Is Mrs.
remain at school following study perfect einterpretation of the role
Henpeck's
husband."—Houston Post.
the
order
in
afternoon,
demanded,
as dainty as a violet ih
hours this
monthly reports can be turned over to an unerodden dell. As magnetic as
A Cli:d Excuse. ,
them by the teachers.
only the real fire a...it strength of a
Sweet Little nocent—Do you think
strong personality can be. And yet, It wrong for a omen to wear feath177 Issued Cards.
with it all, so natural and almost ers?
Superintendent Lieb has issued to ideally human that one forgets the
Spooner—That depends.
tee school children over twelve years footlights and thinks only of Miss
Sweet Little Innocent—What on?
of age the identification cards they Thurston as she really is—not
Spooner—On the woman. Now you.
the
"That's rather a lung nose
ou've
will need When riding on the cars or character, but the
for
instance, are a little duck; so you
plait,
simple, ungot. Isn't it? Have you never t ,ticed
buying the half rate checks which assuming
oonrse
of
eon
wear
them.
ingenuous Adelaide Thursft!"
are used regularly by all little ones
ton.
"Yee: but I generally manr.r,..) to
Consolation.
age
that
above
Those
twelve.
under
•
"I fear I shall not be able to attract overlook It"
are required to have these cards in
much attention," said the new contheir possession in order to show STILL WORKING MIRACLES
Dead Ears.
gressman.
they are school children.
IN.PLANT LIFE. "Don't worry," answered Senatoi
Yeast—Did you ever try to dye
Sorghum, "In this era of accusations eggs?
ATTACK
LIQUOR PLOT IN
Crimsonbelk—No, I never did, but
and investigations it Is sometimes a
Now
Striving
tried 'em after they were dead.—
I've
to
notioed."—Washing.
Produce
not
to
luxury
be
New
VariSt. Louis Girl Who Was Slugged Is
Yonkers Statesman.
len Star.
ety of Tobacco.
Laughter of Reform Leader.

Little Sums'
count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
PEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY
and see how fast your money
grows. $1.00 will start an account

O

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Oink,
(

A MliNUTE
HUMORIS
TS I
WITHE
T

La Junta, Col., March 29.--Rev.
"Wizard" Burbank's seedless-apple
John L. Brandt, pastor of the First
Christian church of St. Louis, Passed txperiments which caused a flurry
thiough La Junta today on his way' among fruit growers a short time
hcme with his
daughter,
Nina ago, e-ere of small importance corn'Brandt, who disappeared mysterious- pared to experiments now being
ly from S. Louis last Saturday. made by the bureau of plant indusDon Summers, assistant circuit 'at- try for the purpose of developing a
torney of St. Louis, is with them. sacke.leas
at by the experts is achieved, revolu'Mr. Brandt says his daughter had
tion will be worked in tobacco growbeen drugged, slugged and robbed.
ing. A tobacco crop free from suckDr. Brandt is the head of a temp- ers
would mean crop that would. be
erance society in St. Louis that handled at a
decreased cost, and yield
made a special fight on drinking a crop which would be more valuable
clubs. Attorney' Summers intimated because the strength of each plant
that the girl is the victim of the would go into its leaves instead of
fight between the liquor intereste being partly wasted in sucker growth.
and the law-enforcing interests in
St. Louis.
Mayfield Movement for a Women's
Monument.
ROBBED A PENITENT.
The Mhyfield camp of Confederate
• Somebody Stole the Diamond Rings Volunteers iutends raising funds to
perpetuate the memory of the gentle
from the Girl's Fingers.
patient patriotic
southern women
Evanville, Ind., March 219.—Miss who back in the dark days of the
Eva Clay, a pretty girl, reported to 'sixties aided the cause so dear to
the police that last night, while she their hearts. The Mayfield camp of
was at the mourners' bench at the Veterans and the Daughters of thet
Gospel Mission. at Fifth and Syca- Confederacy have secured General H.
A. Tyler to deliver his famous admore streets, seeking religion, some
dress "Campaigning With Forest"
one stole two , diamond rings from
for Mondarnight, April 2nd and the
her fingers.
proceeds will form the neuclus of the
monument fund.
Hadley said to the Standard Oil
people "Pm from Missouri and you'll' A true man is always a truthful
have to show me." They did.
man.

221 BRIUDWAY.
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First-Class
Match Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Rusesable.

PADUCAH, KT.
4WM
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to, COULSON,
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L
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phooe 133.

529 Broadway.
•

4

J. W. HUGHES
•

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 FraternityPuilding

0

'way me PITTSBU
COAL.
OFFICIr 124 BROADWAY

Office Phone,484-A
Residence Phone, 323

Our Handsome Springhbrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY

PADUCAH.. —
- 1ELLTIIONE3 Nit 3

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler.

Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369.

-

Residence Phone 726

4
A
4

AND IN OUR LINZ YOU W ILL 111.10 THE CHOIOSIST
STYLES FOR sewer TAI LORING THE MARKErS AFFORD. THE PATO OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERB FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY (MEM
TVRN OUT.
1

Dicke & Black,
g6 Broadway

!MERCHANT TAILORS.

•

Paddcah Transfer
Company
U
General Cartage Business,
Superior:Facilitiesifor
Office
Handling-Freight, Machinery
2nd:and:Mionroe b i
And:Household:Goods'.
Both'Phones

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.=
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fill Dope

HIS ONE LAST
LOOK
By JOSEPH KEATING
(Copyright, tgo5, by Joseph B. Bowles.)

"Forbidding it?"
"You had the meesager
"What message?"
"The telegram I sent this morning."
"Where did you send it?"
-To the hotel address on the letter."
"I am sorry. That letter was written
In the afternoon. I have not been to

S. P. POOL.

the hotel since—"
The woman groaned.
She looked pleadingly at Greatrex.

BOTH PHONES
NO. Ito

"If you have any kindness left for
Gloom was in her pretty face.
That Man Hudson of Shelbyville, tion will hold an important business "What ails you, Helen, cleat?" asked me." she said, "leave my husband's
house this moment. Do not let us deher husband, in his kindest tone.
Ill., has nerve enough to supply a meeting Wednesday evening.
Belt has received the contract of
"It is nothing, Reginald," was her lay. Go at once."
-couple of umpires with. Last year
"Without a kind word from you,,
pitcher, last season a mem- reply, which, of course, meant at that
lie managed an independent club and Allen, a
ber of the Havana team. Allen start- moment: "It," whatever it was, was Helen?"
prohe
year
This
salaries.
no
"I am deeply sorry, Mr. Greatrex,
ed to pitch the game for Havana here everything.
-poses to pay his men and is picking
that
I should ever have caused you a
against
Jacksonville that
slimmer
last
"Was there anything in the post this
best
the
timber to make
moment's unhappiness. I ca:, aL.y no
was stopped by rain. He looked to morning that—"
has
HI. He
team in central
be the goods, and if he is as good as "The post!" she crieck "How can more. The past is the past. I was not
a wife then. Now, I have no right to
ccured Chipps, Fultz, Martin, An.- last year he should have no trouble you think that?"
be more than polite to you. Your r4glit
erson end Brown. . His club lase.in ho'ding his own.—Jacksotrville
"Well, is it my going—"
year beat Mattoon two out of three wCourief.
"No—no. Why, you are often away. Is limited in the same way towards
me."
tSen
sss^: Lr''' a and ChippS
Vs U iSsJeld tate, trouble me?"
"Ah, Helen, my right is not so easily
playing with the Kitty ,,club.
"Yet you grew serious as soon as I
AU Good Now—On Paper.
defined.
By right you are mine. My
At Memphis.
But the question is will all make mentioned it lust now."
"Did I? Oh, no; it is not your go- feeling for you has never lost its powThe dtsmond of the Sunken city good upon the diamond when the
ing. Still, Reginald, you seem very er. I think of you night and day."
was so wet the White Sox did not umpire yells "play ball."
"You were not always so ready to
"Pat 'Illaughhouse' MeCarty of Gil- eager to be off. Especially as you Show it.
play their practice game theneYour treatment of me was
won't
be
home
to-night"
utility
man,
4,4 mud and water knee deep—so for man, a pi:cher and good
not all that coultibe desired. But that
Reginald's turn came now fqr
excercise, they ran all the way back Roy Troutman, pitcher and outfielder,
is the past. I all you to be silent o
Mons.
to their hotel one mile away. Wasn't and Tony Stapleton, an outfielder,
"Upon my honor, Helen, one would that and leave me. Can't you see how
and
that a realistic home run for your are the new Hyphens in the fold
think
from the very way you said that, your being here terrifies me?"
cormen
sixteen
Berryhill now has
"I did not know how I valued you
whiskers?
that
I
was always anxious to be away.'
railed. l'tt
is an 'sCarty old head
till I lost you. Now I know—"
"No. But can't you come back toexperience and a good
The street door was thrown open.
Tol Yet. 'Per Stay Away from Dir. with lots of
night?"
last
with*Kentland
was
sticker.
He
She dreaded to think that. this might
Judging fromm the fullswing squib
"Impossible."
be her husband. If so, liken her punfrom a Chicago paper Commisky's year and pitched one game at.Utban
"You are trifling."
Leaguers'
last
Adams'
ishment was complete.
against
White Sox are getting ready for a Park
"Trifling!"
A sound of pain cams up from the
low down percentage. In spite of the season. Mattoon fans will rememShe had roused his indignatiole.
hall.
warnings of the prophet they went ber him as 'Old Roughhouse' McShe ensiled.
"Helen, Helen!" called the voice or
from Wichita to litemphie where% of Carty who covered' first for us when, "Well," said he, forebodingly.
her husband, in unmistakable agita'course their spirits sank with the we had 'Dummy' Taylor, Bobby
"You'll come back to-night?"
"Yes; good-by. I shall not be back tion.
town. 'Now then if they wind up the Wicoer, 'Cy' Young No. 2, Roy
Main covered her face with her
'Mac'
et
al.
Howard
Del
In time for dinner."
season with a place in the last sec- Brashear,
Wag.
andseems
year
last
hard
theisall
water
hit
Five
minutes
later
Mrs.
attributed
to
tion it is to be
Reginali
"They will kill one another!!" she
went out heavily veiled. She went fat
and climate. Commy won't let 'em as good as of yore.
cried.
Trautman's release from Cairo
have anything stronger but it 'pears
M. Greatrex stood motionless. The
frothe
sached the '
gsperari
ke
ntoffi
°t s
•dey needs bit now jist ter stiddy der was predicted some weeks ago by (l sbsrili
terror of the woman took away for a
nerves 'deed dey do.
the Meiling Star. He is a hard Any other place in Londe& was too moment his presence of mind.
"The Chicago players declare they hitter and clever fielder. last year small tor the telegram she luid to send. "Helen, Helen!" called her husband
"You are quite wrong There shalt
will be injured more by coming from he pitched several games for Lebanthe hot climate of the south ot the on, Ind., and Berryhill, when in Mat- be no 'one last look' in my history.,
Site wondered why he delayed comweather such as Memphis is, having toon last, told the sport writer of I have insisted upon my husband being ing up.
than they would had they been in this this paper that he would bank his home this evening. Take this to mean • groan came from the hall.
definitely you must never dare cornrn
crinate all of the time.
Helen recovered herself a little. She
reputation as a manager that Traut- municate with me again."
"They have been ordered to the man would prove one of the winging
looked up.
There
was
no
signature.
The
sendfield at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning. pitchers of the Kitty League, if not
"Stay here," she whispered, tramer's features were hidden, and not the blingly.
• There is not enough room for them the best. He, said he wanted Trautslightest clew was left whereby the
to dress at Red Elm park and so
She ran softly to the landing and
man more than any other player on origin of the message might be traced.
their
at
baths
saw
her husband at the foot of the
they will take their
"That is definitely settled," said she
Cairo's reserve list as he was about
stairs, moving strangely about the
hotels."
the best sticker with Lebanon, a to herself, outside the building. "If ball like a man in the dark, although
there is one proof of Reginald's being the hall lamp had been
the Cairo Bul- fleet fielder and had everything needlighted. He
From the column
fact, fond of me, it is the fact that he is seemed to be trying unsuccessfully to
letin; adorned at the top by a med- ed by a winning pitcher. In
still jealous of the man to whom I
-dalion portrait of its handsome sport- to Trautman he looks for the heavy was once engaged. The mention of take off his coat with one hand.
"Helen, is that you?" asked Regiing editor we clip the following bit boxwork unless some of his other his name sends him into an absurd
nald.
of baseball news as we wonder what finds develop remarkably.
age. What would happen if he knew
"Yes," she replied, trying to supprest
'Stapleton was with Union City be had written me a letter? Then if
he means. He must think all the
her agitation.
that
team
independent
are
a
.
fast
Ind.,
other clubs is the K. I. T. League
It ever came to hts ears that he had
Now she perceived that something
made a fine record against minor actually been to see me in Reginald's
a lot of okl stiffs also:
had happened to him. He held his
"—Mattoon
league teams last season
own
house!
And
it
they
were
to
meet
PLASTERS.
bead tightly over his left eye.
Star.
there!"
sHas saything happened?" asked his
Auniversal remedy for pains in the
When Mrs. Reginald cat home the wile, delaying
him at the foot of the
woof
MAYFIELD
case
WANTS
first thing she did was to take a letter
4 hack (so frequent in the
staircase, while she slowly took off his
LEAGUE. out of her pocket, put ft on the fire
IN
men). They give instantaneous recoat.
lief. W.herever there is a pain a plasBunk Gardner has received and watch it become ashen Of course
Judge
"The beastly horse went down on a
she read it once again before burning hill
ter should be applied. Rheumatism. a
just as I was driving to leaks &
letter from Mr. Frank Bassett, of it.
Weak
Chest,
Colds. Coughs, Weak
Co.'s place this afternoon in
to
inviting
Mayfield
Hopkinsville,
"When I returned to London and
Back, Lumbago, Sciatica, etc., etc.,
join the base ball league composed found you married as a retaliation up- The hansom went all to smash. The
frost window sash broke and I was
of Hopkinsville, Madisorrville, Hen- on my indifferent conduct, I knew
Wrong Kind of Batts for Him.
thrown on to it. I think it's ruined
Clarksville.
Owensboro
and
derson,
abould never be happy in this country. my lift
At the National Bowling Tournaeye. The doctor dressed it
complete
are
needed
to
towns
Six
I
determined
to
leave
London
straight
ment held in Chicago, old Pap .knson
and put • cap on it."
and it is de- away. Bet I want to see you—I want
lost $3,00o.00 That famous old base- the proposed league
Helen's sorrow was as great as her
Bas- to ape you so much. I know it is
ball player, manager an patron is sired to get Mayfield to enter.
husband's pain. But In a mormat the
wrong, but right or wrong is nothing feminine quickness of
still a sporty old sport. Its a hun- sett was former president and mantaught caught
to me. I am coming to take one lest at a means of salvation
for her awn
dred to one shot he'll die game. Dur- ager of the Hopkinsville club in the
look
at
you,
hear
your
velem
for
the
and her husband's happiness (whating the aournament the betting was K. I. T., and is trying to organize
the league composed of the towns last time. I have discovered when the ever might be,the effect upon his left
fast and furious.
named. If any one is interested in hateful help& (that's ray husband;
the organization of a tearn.—may. commented the reader) will be absent. '2
"The gas light is terrioie," she cried
A Paragon of Perfection.
I implore you to let me see you this "If the sight of one eye is injured, It
Williams is a twirler and if the re- field Messenger.
evesing."
will endanger the sight of the other if
ports sent out *bout him are correct
Why not? It would make a ratPerhaps it was became Mrs. Regi- left exposed to gas light Let me bind
he will make some of the other pitch- fling nice little circuit of 6 Kentucky nald's common sense
was so pro- it,.
ers in the Kitty League look like am- towns whose citizens love sport,
that she decided not to tell
Without waiting for permission, she
ateurs. The new arrival's home is have money and love to spend it.
her hugimuid anything about the letter. swiftly drew out her
handkerchief. In
in Edwardaboro, Mich., where he
"Why should I do ithythiag to hurt another instant she had
-bandaged hid
played independeist ball for several
his feelings, to arouse bad blood? It
years. 'He is a big, fine looking fel- AMONG TOBACCO PLANTS. might forever make his life and mine right eye, and he was completely blind.
"Now, dear," she said, taking his
low and will no doubt become popuunhappy. Besides," she added, with
n lay among fans, particularly the fair Warmers of the "Weed" Determine the generosity that women extend to arm, "let me lead you tip to our room."
"What a kind little woman you are,
Which Is the Fittest to
rooters —Danville Press.
men whose extravagance takes the dear," said Reginald.
a
wear
Survive.
have
to
will
fellow
That
form of this personal adoration, "this
He stumbled upstairs beside her.
mask all the time to keep from being
last poor fellow could not help himself, I Without hesitating she led him into
Visitors to the tobacco country noteuppose.
Hobsonis d. The same paper has the
No; instead of causing any the room where
s
Greatrex stood in wonfollowing righteous retort to a con- summer were often surprised to
unpleasantness, I hays done the wisest derment.
the
stems
of
atraptible slur against its club and in the fields that the long
I have put a decided stop to
• As she passed over the thresuold
seed plants—those whose heads had not thing'
city:
the mm's
n antics. He was always goodseason
to
the
earlier
In
Helen made a sign indicating that he
off
The baseball writer on a newspaper been lopped
looking and well-dressed, too," she
plant
to
the
strength
of
must leave at once.
full
the
allow
cities
of
_ published in one of the old
leaves—were covered with commented,Y.
Greatrex went slowly down the
the league recently made a statement CO to the
A little rest soon restored the good
proved to
examination
staircase
and out Of the house, which,
on
which
caps
the
of
members
to the effect that the
spirits of Mrs. Reginald. She had just
manila paper bags tied
Danville association did not have be ordinary
taken a cup of tea, which cheered her he should never again enter.
The wife stood with her hand upon
the scarlet and white
much money ar' might not be able tightly around
considesabls; and after Jane had
her
plant.
heart, at the door of the room
the
of
flowers
to finance the club.- For the benefit
cleared away and lit the lamp, she sat watching
the man till the hall door
Inquiry disclosed, states the World thinking of her eventful d
411111 of this dreamer it can he stated that
The
ay.
grown
has
practice
closed
behind
him. Then she burst
the
that
To-Day,
hour at which the upsetting visit had
each member of ihe association can
Into tears, and returning to the sofa
experiments lately conducted in
been
threatened WOO past
sign a check sufficient to carry the out of
knelt at her busband's feet.
region by Prof. A. D. Shame', of
one, if anyone- calls send them
team through for several seasons if the
of plant industry of the'
bureau
the
up."
there was not dollar taken in at ehe
United States department of agriculREAL LIFE.
m'rn," said Jane.
• gate. The members of the associa- ture. The farmer has determined what'
hurried
The
door
bell
rang.
Jane
lion are baseball fans first, then busiItswas back,jp oJjpjy _
lam of tobacco_ plant la Meet to sur- I
-fleas men."
In a peaceful farming vale.
rive, and he is helping along the curMrs. Reginald's best Intentions! were And the folks were pNvised in troublerival. Inclosed in a paper sack each
Hushed the music of the flail.
Slide Kelly Slide.
flower is obliged to reproduce itself frustrated; the mita who had caused
perturbation
was
now
41
her
ushered
There
a Villain held a mortgage
The
The National Commission has de- silthout interference from outside.
On the deer old farmhouse toot;
presence.
her
Thte
seto
course,
of
used,
are
bags
paper
cided that no player under reservabe loved the widew's daughter
H. was youag, tall, dark, handsome Much
And betrayed the cloven hoof.
tion to a national agreement club cure self-tertilliation Instead of crosnrS,and well dressed. The Intense excitemay manage any other team operat- fertilisation.
.meat of standing before the woman he But, alas! there was no hero
To arrive with ina04 grace,
ing under the laws of organized baseloved, and the pgla of seeing fur"—, for And
Doteived.
Easily
with ringing cries of "Dastard!"
ball unless he shall have obtained his
face
a
last
time,
gave
his
glow
the
nittarAst• raid into Ma Pare
"A reporter for the Bugle,
release from said reservation.
him
like the
itaavs., deocriLuou of you, *Jai which seemed'teraurround
Yet the villain piled and faltered
Mike Kelly is stilt a playing asset
sternyt
.
tevs
gra
-"
---•
-While he muttered: "rolled again!"
s
eam"
'of the St. Louis Americans, it would
I But anguish also found a home in leer Wear had *SSW tbetod"Iklo
"Is it the society editress?"
seem that this ruling debars bird
Of the mortseastittipa ben.
the leartice e woman.
"No, ma'am; it's a man."
-1.161..andbilrgh
W111K01,, In N. T. Sun.
front managing the Millers, until hs
egmait
to
me,
io
Helen?"
wilt
"You
"Send- him right in. Marie. nev
•
hassecated his faeedom from the
the
Is
said
Cleveland
Plain
mw."
—
An Amorapiishment
Watkins, of Indianapolis, think it's
st Browns.
I "Mr. Greatrex," she returned with a
Dealer.
Patience—la she an, accomplished
Whose interests in the Flour City
(col* &niter, "why have you been fool- onoversationsilist?
club are paramount, will put up a
ugh to do this? You deliberate'hip
Knew What Was Owning.
Patries--Indoed, she is! Why, I nev
'hard fight for Kelly. —
anger the happiness of husband
Man at Teloottoad—L•t a. have'
knew a woman who could talk with
r
Times.
; and wife. Has all sense of honor left hairpins in her mouth as she can.—
the gas offiqp, please.
Kelly don't seemn lo be worrying
Operator—Certainly. But you know you?"
Yonkers Statesman.
any abbot(a little matter like that and we dofil *aloe any swearing over our
"You are cruel. I thought you could
just keeps on buying big league play- lines.—Chicago Journal.
spate Me one little moment in which
Generally Admitted.
secs for his Minneapolis team.
Whatteer may qcsald of. sweetheart.
to.ebe
Tnehappas
py
t."
4s the past. I am a wit
'
s. "Too giddy.- "MO old" or "too net,"
Can't Judge by Looks.
Also the bunco ma nloves a shining You have intruded yourself here after There's one point admits of no questions
:'t be "too good to be true."
- . my forbidding it."
of the local associa- markk
4
-•••••••
- •
t ""he directors
IP4111 tor
•
•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••
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PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
203-205 S. THIRD ST
PADUCAH, KY

GREAT SALE

WALL PAPER STOREMpveIts, 115 Brtiptimaye
TO ADVERTISE OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS I 0/itFER
THIS GREAT SALE OF WALLPAPER AT MANUFACTURER'S
PRICES. THIS SALE BEGINS MARCH 26TH, ENDING SATURDAY MARCH at. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT GREAT OPPORTUNITIES COME TO EVERYONE, BUT MOST PEOPLE FAIL TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM. SUCH WALLPAPER OPPORTU
NITIES AS THIS SALE AFFORDS ARE NOT LIKELY TO EXIST
AGAIN FOR MANY HOUSE CLEANING TIME& NOW IS THE
TIME TO BUY. SHREWD BUYERS DON'T GIVE OTHER PEOPLE MUCH TIME TO GET AHEADD OF THEM WHEN SUCH
BARGAINS AS THESE ARE OFFERED.
5c PAPER @ 2Y,cts. PER ROLL.
Sc PAPER @ acts PER ROLL.
roc PAPER AT 7 cts PER ROLL.
15c PAPER AT iacta PER ROLL.
WE CARRY A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF PICTURES,
FRAMES, MOULDING AND WINDOW SHADES IN ALL COLORS
AND MADE TO ORDER IN ANY SIZE. WE ALSO CARRY A
LARGE LINE OF' ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER AND CANVAS AND TAX.
PEOPLE OF TASTE ALWAYS COME TO US TO FIND WHAT
THEY WANT. REMEMBER TH E DATE AND PLACE.

March 26th to 31st.
rimgmeterlitaitsiicannagiamssaitUfFt7s7.78D

C. g. LEE, 1315 Ravi
AN INVITATION.
To our frisnds and patrons:
It is with pleasure we announce
the formal opening of our new store
and factory at 21-123 North Fourth
Street, March 29th, 3oth and 31st
We
will . give . an • electrical
show on these dates.. A great many
manufacturers of electrical novelties
will have on display a line of their
specialties.
We will also have in
operation the many new automatic
machines for manufacturing our novelty specialties. .. Our automobile
showroom will also be an attraction.
Thanking our many friends for
past favors, we remain, very truly, .
oreraan Bros. Novelty Co., Inc.
Paducah, Ky.
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MILO W asp other manufacturer or dower in the wad&

DO NOT

"wa aw—c

haveBIOME'at et0 'reef.
bam reaelved our ampkte rm.. Catailorist, sail)
until
er on any head fru
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It is now but about seven months
before Paducah will have to elect
one-half of the general council, to
.
PUBLISHED BY THE
serve for two years.
Every taxREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. ;
payer and voter in the city should
(incorporated)
,',cep a close watch on every vote
At !oyster Building, 523 Broadway. f
,
. cast, and position taken by 'every
Presid
WILHi
ent. member of the' present board. Some
ti.,M,
gAmEs E.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
oi those men expect to ask re- FOREMAN BROTHERS
GAVE
IROBgRT S. WILHELM, Secretary. electi
on, and we Will be frank
Five pieces of Fancy Dress Silks, neat grey patterns, our 6oc quality, Fri- St13413=========
'AN UNPRECEDENTED .‘
day and Saturday price—
Entered at the'postoffice of Padu- enough td 'say that their position on
AFFAIR.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. certain matters of vital importance
to the public, is such, as to make
NEWOne Year.'
s ••$5•00 it a waste of
time and energy to
2.50
Six Monlbs
Five pieces Kaikai Silks, in small ch ,ecks, suitable for shirt waist suits
Three Months
523 ask the people to re-elect them. Place Was a Glitter of. Display
and children's'dkesses, our acie quality, Friday and Saturday priet-.10 The voieri-ha-ve a perfect right to
One Week
OLDBeaut
and
y
Mecha
nical Effect
hold their representatives to a full
Anyone failing ki receive this paper accou
nt for every act, and the honest
Last Evening.
regularly should report the matter to
repres
entative is the one who makes
The Register office at once. TeleTen pieces of White Dotted Swiss, small dots and figures, our aoc quality,
it his business to find out what the
phone Cumberland 3z11.
Fri 'lay and Saturday price—
,
peopde want and 'to obey their
The
opetii
Rgtt
%
"etfi
s
tr
ical
diswishes, no matter whether it suits
play" at Foreman . ilitps1 novelty
his private views or not.
works on North„ Four*. street last
One piece of pink Mercerized Spun Silk. our 38c quality for—
n;ght, was one of th4 grandest ocWhile the authorities are arresting casions ever
conducted ..irs kills city
.Friday, March 3t, i906.
insurance officials for contributing as throughout the evening until
midto campaign funds, why not go night the large stores were crowded
further and make the republican na- with hundreds of people, looking
• rg case.
The Newport Szts
Gent's Fast Black and Seamless Socks, our isc number, Fridai-titad
into the marvels of ele.eqio'ty, and
tional
urday forcommi
ttee
"coug
h
up"
conand
has
KY.,
Newpo
rert;
A juror at
inspecting the many oda* superior
.• 11 „)..i•
11
pay the stolen funds. A New York department
--brib
a
by
ed
was
fessed that he
s of this progressive and
damage suit lawyer in three cases judge says• such contfibutions is leading firm that has built sup a busistcaling, and if so, the receiver of ness in this line second- tto none in
tritt before the jury of which he
Gents' White Shirts, small pleated bosoms, last year's number, forstolen
goods is also guilty of a the state. It was a vahandsome
vial a member. The confession has
and entertaining affair, alsd,although
crime.
crinkled nnite a sensation ,and the
the stores are open evelly day, still
the
"electrical shows" and 'featured
court...and bar association propose to
If political campaign contributions
displayaare best fitted fog night, and
The strangest is stealing, then the
Oahe the matter.
man who estab- will be given
again this .evening and
part of the affair is that it is stated lished a newspaper out
of campaign tomorrow night. _
.
-Atu1;c3 wit
Campb
ell
membe
that the
rs of the
funds that he swiped, stands a show
The big double store on North
••:
been
years
county bar have for two
Fourth just off Broadway,. is divided,
to lose his newspaper.
ene half being their display_rooms,
morally certain that juries. have been
Will wonders never cease? Twelve and the other devoted to,their elecpacked and grand juries, tampered
trical and mechanical drpartments.
with. If the lawyers of that court women on a jury gave a verdict for
Suspended from the disiplay room
have been Morally certain of these a dressmaker against. a patron.
ceiling are abottt 150 handsome gas
things, why is it that they have not
and electrical light chandeliers that
Larceny In 'New York.
present a blaze of glitter and beauty.
taken action before?
In
this department they -show their
.S.Ane days ago The Register had
(Louisville Courier Journal.)
outfits for burned wood work. teir
pointe
d editorial relating to the
a
In commenting on the decision of self-lighting gas
and eleitrical aplegal profession and pointed out Judge O'Sullivan that, if made with paratus, newly
patented globes, and
that the shysters had brought the unlawful intent, payment of sub- in fact everything possible
in the
once honorable profession into dis- scriptiona to a e'ampaign fund of fixture line.
trust moneys by trustees is larceny,
In the mechanical depirtment atrepute, and also said that unless the
the Courier-Journal remarked that their up-to-date
machines- utilized in
honest members had the courage the decision was not
in accordance the business, while here Ur. Samuel
and manhood to rid the profession with common law, but related to a Foreman was
kept constantly enof such characters, before many statute of the state of New York. gaged throughout the niight
exhibityears the profession would fall into So much of the statute as is perti- ing his patent for prerendon of railnent to this question reads as fol- road wrecks.
He hasi miniature
downright disrepute. We also relows:
tracks, engines, etc., to 4ihow how
marked that the legal profession
"Section 500 Larceny Defined.— the outfit works and it is
meiouneed
was rapidly being converted into an A person ' who, with intent to de- one of the
AGENTS FOR BUTTEIRICE PATTERNS
greatest inventions ever
agency for the overthrow of law prive or defraud the true owner of looked upon by, the cominunity.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
During the evening fine music was
and order, by reason
of
the his property, or of the use and benefit thereof, or to appropriate the furnished by the
orchestra and
fact that lawyers for the sake of palWHERE YOUR MON EY GOES FARTHEST.
same to the use of the taker, or of everybody cord:jail?'
w
zned, 1 and
try fees found avenues for the any other person
, either,
shown through: Warty
dies were
guilty
to
escape
"2. flaying in his possession, cus- down, and
We leara
to them an especial in- he had been out to pratice shooting the
road officials. The old agreetody
or control, as a bailee, servant, vitation is extended, while
that
remarks
Our
were
not
li081 with a party and had a negto boy ments all expire
within the next
attorn
ey,
agent,
clerk,
trustee or be welcomed. Harstaita
relished by some of the
local
enirs carrying a rifle supposed to be empty. month or two
officer of any person, association, or are given every
body.
attorneys, but that does not change
out tnoo The lad, while fiagering with the gun,
corporation, or as a public officer, people were overjo
yed with the ex- cFscharg•ed it and sent a bullet into
the truth of vihat we said.
r as a person authorized by agree- cellent display last
night.
0 the brain of the profestor. The deThe ,Newport case is not the frrst ment, ttd bp 'competent authority, to
ceased was a cousin of Rev. E. H.
one wherein lawyers have bribed hold or take such possession, cusCunningham, Mrs. D. A. IlcsiOam
and Misses Ella and Maud CunningDENTIST.
jurors, nor is it the only case or tody, or control, any money, property, evidence of debt or contract.
ham of this city.
Office over Globe Banat and True
the last case. The very character
article of value of any nature, or
Co., 306 Broadway.
of some lawyers both in a .private thing in
Many a man wouiei
glad of in
action or possession; apopport
401
.
unity to decorate the grave of
118111•11I•o••••
and professional way, together with propriates the sank tq his own use,
an
enemy
.
or
that of any other person other
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'ORE001,
the character of cases they take and
the methods used, are such as to not than the true owner or person en—The different department' emtitled to the benefit thereof:" •
inspire either confidence or Ospect.
ployes of the I. C. shops here and
"Steals such property and is guilty
at other places, are preparing to
Such men are not above doing any- of larceny."
MAYOR
WEAVER'S
TERMS
frame
up their scale of wages they OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bomb
thing for the sake of the dollar, and
Precisely -what was done by the
MET BY PHILADELPHIA
want
adopt
ed for the coming year,
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
/"their natural intellect and pro- managers of insurance coqvanies in
so
same
can
be submitted to ChiRoom tre Fraternity I3uilding.
TRACTION COMPANIES.
fessional knowledge they are al ;.aying the vaeney to politkal bosses
cago headquarters for accepter -e by piew
is matter to be proved, and so Judge
Phone Ira.
01•4 Phone 3o.‘
menace to the peace and welfare of
O'Sullivan told-the grand jury. The
the community. The members of a public
can only judge by what has
profestion who are aiot disposed to been *published. If the
facts. S-ppear In Addition to Surrender of Re6
weed out the shysters must expect in evidence substantially as,.. they
cent Franchises City Also
have been recited in the reports of
odium to rest apoweheir calking.
the
variou
s
invest
igatio
ns, it would
•-.•CV;i74,
Gets 4400,000.,
s,,cni that the definition of larceny
Ex-Auditor
of Indiana
'rho was oustei-frett, office last as given in the -New York statute
covers the case about as effectually
year by Governer Pianly has been as the
law can be made to fit the oilla
lade I phia, Pa.. March 28- ,litc:c.d to s;:rve front two ,t..)
of any public offense.
Mayor Weaver today signed the ortwentY•tee • years in the peniten\
dinanie granting, the Philad
elphia
tiary. .He was convicted for emPADUCAH CENTRAL..
Rapid Transit company an extenbezzling $12o,000 of the states funds,
Paducah Central, business college, sion of three years for the completion of the Market street subwa
a large portion, of which he loaned 3o6 Broadway, reports a numbe
y.
r of
to friends on bad security. She-- positions filled by its pupils this lii. consideration for this extension
BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
the railway company filed with
the
rick wad' one of the most popular month.. Those who took news posiCLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES
secret
ary of the commonwealth At
ENT ONES PUT IN
men in Indiana, but now that he is tions in Paducah are Miss Evans Harrisburg
FIRS
Tand
nrid Miss Robinson, stenographers
with the city soliciCLASS ORDER.
WE DO THE
a convict many of his 'friends" at Paduc
ah Traction Co.; Miss Ora tor of Philadelphia a full surrender
FINEST KINDS OF
REPAIR
of, all other franchises the
will know him no more, and Sher- Radford, stenographer and
WORK ON s ALL KINDS OF
corporaassistant
00
2
kkeepi
c---•for-CL-PCKS AND WATCHES:-inoperiettee--in-lostsubtlier
years age -Fhbi
the exception of those
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWA
,for the
people's money to his friends should Clark Co.; Miss Elizabeth ?' Kelley,
YS
stenographer for A. M. Laevison & Broad street subway and for the
MODE
RATE.
WE CARRY A
serve as a warning to others
elevated railroad to the not1he
ho Co., and Miss Alice DuMoulita,
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAU
astern
book-:
TImay be engaged in the ssamenirsi- 1:eeper and
FUL JEWELRY.
stenographer for Faust section of the city. The company
Bros. Lumber Co., Fraternity Bldg. also agrees to pay to the city boo,The latter young lady -who' has, coo to be applied to the opst of removing railroad grade croli
An echo/from The , great refor taken charge of the double
ngs.
entry
m
In Nor a number of newly
victory in Philadelphia two years books of this new $25.000 corporaorganized street railway
companies obago comes in the shape of informa- tion has stud;ed bookkeeping less tained
428 Broadway.
without the \ city „ijeceiving
than six weeks and stenograph
y anything
tion that many franchises secured
PHO
NE
7724.
tberef
or franchisee, for the
by about four and a half months. Two
the traction company in that
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of
of
under
the
groun
above
d, surface and
are to receive salaries
city
elevated railways on many
several years ago, and for which
streets
the of fifty dollars per month. Paducah leading
to all parts of the teity
Central has won the confidence of
city did not receive a cent, has
and
been
suburbs. Two years later
these
surrendered to the city at -the de- the employees, and employing public, companies
were merged with the
by good work. It is Paducah's
Sold at
in- Philadelphia
mand of the mayor. For
Rapid Transit company.
the priv- stitution and a strong advertiser
of
ilege of an extension of
Grey's Buffet,
•
time in Paducah wherever its catalog or
Palmer House Bar,
RELATED HERE.
completing a subway the
pupils go.
company
L. A. Lagomaraino.
We have a mighty fine stock of
pays the city ttioo,000.
TYPEWRITER PAPERS, CARProfes
This but
sor
Curmi
nghan
s
Has
Dr. Hicks' office' doo Broadway.
Many
BONS, MANUSCRIPT COVERS, INKS
demonstrates that a city ean.
. MUCILAGE.' PENS
Pictures, Diplomas,
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Certificates..
Residence •"-zy BroadERAS
Water and Oil Colors,
ERS.
compensation from public corpor
etc.'
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usual
our price is mighty low, much lower
a- way. Phone retb.
than the customary retail
Yesterday near Cadiz;- Ky., there
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tions when the atphorities
prices. Try us and set
take a
was buried Ilrofeasor Alfred.
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ELECTRICAL
Special Prices For
OPENING Friday and Saturd

pR
IN
TI
NG
ay

-

THAT PLEASES
Phones:

39c per yard

4 20

39c per yard

202-R

12 1-2c per yard

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

12 1-2c per yard

• V,

10c per *it:

i

1,!,1,511 of _every Policy of
TIE leVTUAL LIFE
'of Nei'York stands
The RI* /Aden lifs
serone,Ie. The Cespayii
HAS EARNED MORE
for 'Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any ether buoy 10 the

69c each

...MILLINERY OPENING...
Of MRS. CORA WILLIAMS CLARK
9ccurs Friday and Saturday
....You Are Invited....

,•••••••••

L. B. Ogilvie'Op Co.,

GIVE UP
FRANCHISE

Order your
EASTER SUITS
from

J.L.Thompson
Dr. Sidney Smith Tailor

-Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.

LAWYERS.

E. MANNING SEARS, M. O.
Ms 1707 Meyers St.
Telephoto 377.

TIME ILIES

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically ConIstructed and
....of the Highett Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and piltured Class
and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADUCAH, BY.

How About Your
Office Supplies?
monsoimesmay
Harbour's Book Department.

-

•
V

•,

J. L. WANNER, •
Jeweler

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

MUSIC STORE

4

nation in detail, and reported great
, excitement at the time.
The issue also makes mention of
Jeff Davis being at Danville, Va.,
and the unusual excitement incidental to his invasion that far North.
The paper is well preserved and has
been owned by Mr. Thornhill for
several years, he considering it quite
THE TWO GRANTS WILL BE a relic. In memory of the deceased SAM
STARKS CAME NEAR
president every column of that issue
MADE TO CONFORM TO
BEING "TOUCHED UP"
was surrounded by a deep black
border of mourning.
EACH OTHER.
BY OFFICERS.
The date shows that the 14th of
next Month will be the forty-first
anniversary of theemartyred president's aseassination.
, Old One Says Company Keeps Up
Russell Hughes Put Under *leo

/FRANCHISE
FOR CAR LINE

TORE DOWN
THE SHACK

NEW,TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.

,

EDGAR vy: WHITT.bVIORE,

*
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone company today:
2023a—Cartright & Carr, Grocery,
Clay between r6th and 17th.
1584—Graham, J. W., Res., 414
Tenn.
109-11olt, E. E., Res!, 1004 N.
12th.
597—Robinson, Eugene,\ Res., 120
S. 4th.
772r—Smith
sisters,
millinery.
Broadway.
Like other commodities, telephone
Street For Two Feet, While
Bond, Because He Cursed Annie
service •should be paid according to
its value.
For
New Bill Ordered
Cox Out On Court Street.
We have in the city about 2,800
One Foot.
subscribers or five time, as many as
the Inclependent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63 PADUCAH REAL, Errivrt. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM ;. ZAP
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR -INV/MT/WENT. WESTERN
Yesterday morning in the police times as mit* s'ubscribers as the Ineeeet..14
IcENTUOCY REAL EsTATE JOURI=ANI_E
was
there
court
dismissed the war- dipendet.Co. Yet we will place a
UST
Monday 1
It is probable that
MEE TO EVal&BODY.
ItaKair.
HON. MIKE OLIVER, GOES TO rant taken out against Siam Starks, ttkephone' in your residence at the
e*eningsomihia
be made
who runs a grogshop on South same rite the 'Independent Co. is
COG° w. wirTintf•tiom 4416.
FRANKFORT TO INOORwhen there is bronght
fore the
Second Street and who was charged eupposed to charge and provide in
council the ordinance
itting the
With violating that city ordinance addition, long
distance facilities
PORATIC CONCERN.
prohibiting anyone front erecting witic'h will enable you to resat fifty INSURE WITH---NowcPstreet car company to In track over
say kind of a frame house down in Million people fom your home. Call
Many .new streets, thr
;1:30v...44sr ,
the
the business portion of the city. spo for further information:
City. These .aoticigal4Itange3 will
The warrant was dismissed on it EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
arise as comsat ot it behig iscertained "The !Southern Life Casualty Com- being shown that Starks had torn;
COMPANY. ,
•
the new franchise Id 'beer/weed the
down the little house that he pert
pany"
dm
Lied.
al
the
company far thesfereaaltlitial tracks
tip behind his saloon on South Sec-;
does not conform with tile old gAl/ht
New Company.
ond.
Atter whillf.''tb7rEranpay is now
The city ordinances provide that
operatiltgrthe sovdee.
down in town no new frame buildMa306 Broadway
Phoses:Oftice 385—Residence 1696
under, winch theel Mtdu4 1the tracks
ings shall go up. Not even to renow down, provides th*,the comHon. Mike Oliver, the attorney, place old rickety frame houses and
GUY NANCE,
FRITZ warn-1m
M. NANO&
pany shall paY
'aping in good
that
now
cumber
the
will tonight leave for Frankfort, shacks
Manager.
_
A
ssistant.
Embalmer.
condition, the public street:- between
file the articles of incorpora- ground 4sid are a disgrace to our
the tracks, and Nile lot Iwo teet on Kie to
city.
In
:this
manner the frames
tion for "The Southern Life Casualthe outside a the rails. This maiaty company" of Kentucky. He will are gradually' weeded out of the
tenance is exacted from the cornWill be keenly appreciated
lodge in the office of the secretary business sect'on, which ip thes4by
• pany on the belief that inside the
after a trial by people who sufrelieved
of
the
great
danger
from
of state' the -documents which inPRIVATE AMBULANCE
track atid"fiei' two feet outside, the
fer from licadaches—severe or
fire frame buildings render. Starks
corporate the concern.
for Sick and Injured Only.
repairs made necessary are because
occasional
chronic.
mild,
or
went
and
put
up
a
little frame
The new company will do
life,
SOUTH T HIRD STREET.
213
of exietence of the track along that
They
fail•to
never
accident and casualty business, but structure behind his saloon, in vioOPEN DAY AND tNIGHT.
OLD'PHONE 69e.
respective thoeotighfare.
lation
of
the
law, but rathear than
have no capital stock, its method
NEW
PHONE
334.•
PADUCAH, KY.
Now the car company wants to
GIVE QUICK
eing that of a co-operative nature,,. be fined, fore it down.
a
lay new tracker over many streets in
RELIEF
sehich means that those taking out • The only other case before the
addition tot the highways already
Polkies pay certain sums when an- court yesterday was that charging
Easing the pain in a very few
covered by their system, and in preother member dies, so as to pay the Russell Hughes, one of The Kenparing to grant them a franchise for
klinutes.
claim against the concern for the tucky attaches, with using bad
the new tracks, the ordinance comlanguage
towards
Antti
Cox,
a
lewd
death.
mittee Monday evening nistructed
Court
street.
The company will issue a policy woman of West
the city solicitor to bring an ordinfor as much as $1,000, _and then Hughes was. fined $to for &teeing
ance in, prividing for the grant, toallow io addition $too to liquidate the woman, but the fine was set
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
gether with the provision that the
the expense of burying whatever aside, and Hughes placed under $oso
several
fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they procar people shall keep up the street
member dies. Sick benefits, acci'dent bond to be good for twelve months,
duce.
Unless,
of course, you own a
inside the rails, and also for "one
otherwise
he
DRUGGIST
forfeits the Voce
claims and such will be elloored.
foot outside." By this it will be
The members
of tile .tompany.
SCCU that .the old franchise for the
What this world needs is fewer
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
elect the officers after the articles
streets now used, provides for two
creeids
and more true charity.
of incorporation are lodged, and
feet outside the rails to be main"Don't worry about me," says SenTELEPHONE 63.
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
they called together ,floo 'that purtained and repaired, while the grant
ator
Platt
of
York
New
when
friends
roams. Estimates free.
pose. The headquarters will be here
for the new proposed Tails will be in
pity him about his, very shaky leg
this city and Mr. Oliver and
for only one foot.
"I have a brother up in New York
others interested believe a great fustate who has had legs like these for
One of elCe officials yesterday said
ture is before the company, as it twenty
years. and he's over 8o and
he would bring up mention of this is
inaugurated upon a base not fol- doing business every day."discrepancy when the council meets
lowed by any other concern of the
next Monday evening, and have a
kind. There is only one other ootnchange made, so both franchises will
Both Phones am. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
pany of its character in the state of
confoltn exactly in this respect.
Kentucky, and after the organizaIt is understood that many pro- tion
details are completed, agents
tests oil, be in from people living'
will be appointed everywhere and
along the new streets the car line business
opened up in a wide BIG MEETING TO BE HELD
wants to cover. These people do not
All Kinds Monamenta and General Cemetery Wcrk (Use
•
scale.
want the cars running in front of
The character of the men behind
THIS EVENING BY THE
these homes.
General Manager the
project arc sufficient to gearJohn S. Bleecker of the Car line,
ORDER.
Not a drink, but a treasonable prepe
antee its.snecess, of which 'they arc
says this is trouble they encounter
aration especially adapted for coughs
quite sanguine.
THE BEST STONE ON TV — 'MARKET for Monumental and
everywhere, protests from those
and colds accompanied by fever as in
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSpeople on whose streeie cars never
Mrejohn Carter, Great Keeper of La Gripp, etc.
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be.•
ran before, while. the 'people living
come 'dark and discolored.
Records and Seal, and Distrie't
Very Palatable.
along the highways now covered
: • : LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
:
Bottles.
and
51.
50k
with tracks, kick just as hard ta
Deputy Moore Will Be Here.
keep tier company from taking them
UP.
DETECTIVE MOORE RECEIVThis evening a large and interestES INQUIRIES FROM ,
STORES.
ing meeting will be field by the
OUTSIDERS.
Knights of Pythias at their hall on
& Jackson Sta. phone as;
Broadway near Fifth 'street, as on 7th & Clay Sta. phone 31.
that time there will meet with the
Mrs. Rose Bowman, of Iowa, Warr Paducah members, two of the rankMt state officials, Sir Knights John
.lo Locate Uncle. While Louise
MR. THORNHILL HAS COPY
W. Carter, grand keeper of records
Matthews Wants to Find
and sell, and J. A. Moore, district
OF PAPER GIVING ACdeputy.
Mother.
These two gentlemen will arrive
COUNT.
411•
ot 6 o'clock this evening, and have
Yesterday Detective T. J. Moore impertant business to lay before the
receive'two letters- front people mak.' local organization, which will be
ing
inquiry as about relatives sup- out many strong•to welcome them.
The Publication Was, By The New
The clubrooms opened here by the
e posed to behere, pr who at one time Paducth Pythians
.York Herald the Day Followat* their hall, have
lived here.
Louise Matthews of 1318 Hickory renting into unusual poiularity aling Ajoassination.
street, St. Louis, wrote the detective ready, as although open only a week
Aitt she Was trying to locate her eve two, nightly can be found large
tfiother, Mrs. R. F. Matthews, whom crowds of the brethren there enjoythe daughter had not seen for nearly ing the many privileges furnished
Mr. J. W. Thlernhill of West fifteen years. The &tighter said Ahem by the new social feature. The
Trimble street, has in s hie posses- there were several other children but rooms are handsomely furnished and
sion an old issue of The New York that she had not heard from them for contain many Conveniences.
The Kiiiithis tTTVytllTä alt over
tWi, 1865, years.
In the other communication the de- Kentucky are preparing for their
and the copy is made additionally
11111101111MaIMMISSOSINa•••••••••••
I
tective was asked by,Mrs. Rose Bow-- next state gathering which will be
intermting on account, of it conif
Sigourney, Iowa, to see
taining several cptutnifs about the man of
held before many Weeks. The meethe,could not locate some relatives of
assassination the night before of her uncle., Thomas Goerley, whe lived ing will be of unusual interest to
President
Abraham
Lincoln
in in this city when laseheard of. The all as there comes up the question
Ford's theatre at Washington, D. C. writer said he left quite ao estate of starting the home for the widows
The paper is yellow with age, and
id she %'as desirous of gettleg some and orphans. This proposition has
is an extra jotten out by The erord aboht him or his descendants, been hanging fire for several years
Herald one'
leading papers of Mrs Bowman said shr had-not heard now, but now something definite will
New York. /t '. coveted die assegai- knything of him for 'yeare.
be done.

was
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CO-OPERAT1VE
INSURANCE tit

REAL ESTATE AGENCY'

f

1,

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

Penry's
Headache
Powders

GUY -NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,

J. H. Oehlschlaeger

kilo WashingDishos
Hot, Water or Steam System

Rock, Rye Ed D.Hannan
PYTHIANS TONIGHT and Honey
Compound Green River Stone

LOOK FOR RELATIVE

BACON'S

LINCOLN'S DEATH

DRUG

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

WAR

endler

Lydon'

$3•000$3•50

•

oaSH
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EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
3091Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.
-

Hatrnesi
$5.00 to $100.001
Per Set:

` We have anystyle you
want, or will make
It for you.

!RETAIL DtPARTMENT

Paducah Saddlery Coinpany
Incorporated."`"" ,

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.

Paducal4Ky.

Buggies
$30.00 to $150.00
Each
We have any style you
want, or will make .
It for you

d asked aim what se thought of it
yea." and she wont as bard as she
w the clerk was a wide-awake New
J. K. HEN/WICK.
J. G. MILLE*
could, while (be man lab: le Logan to
Yorker
and
he
said
Flowers are her gar
at
once;
hr len's eyeing
•
W4.MARBLE.
bang
on
the
door and demand his
They Oratch for o adone
."He isn't going to do a thing but give
freedom.
Within whose smile there lies
HOW THINGS LOOKED TO TOME?
you a pass. 1011 go up and see him."
A beauty like her own;
"Do you hear? Is anyone there?"
So
Binkersi,
ER ON.
y
went
up
offices
to
the
Them fragrant lids they ope , •
he cried. "Let me out at once."
of the railroad company and asked to
In haste at morn to see
"Oh, yes! I am here," I replied.
One of,.the nicest boys in the office
ifer who is all their hope.
see the passez er agent. The passenger
"And you are there, and there yon in
So fair is she!
By AMY F. CACKETT
agent had gone out to lunch.
Tom,,uy SwIkehart, but how be used
are going to stay until the police to bore ill about his friend, Ed. KempLAWYERS
"Pshaw!" said Binkersley in a nettled
Stars are her heaven's eyea—
come."
They watch her while she sleep
tone. "I came here expressly to see him.
lay; when he first blew in from where
Rooms t, a and 3 Register Build(Copyright, iso5, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
"For Heaven's sake don't be a fool, the tall grass wayes.
Mlles of paradise!
It is on bush t esti that is important to
You ought to ing, 323 1-• Broadway.
It was quite by chance that Miss man. I can soon prove to you that it
White renrls in azure deeps!
him. Somethi.ig relating to the road."
have seen 'him then. Honest, be looked
For he: their glow and gleam
Practice in all the courts of the
Binkersley s Id this so sincerely and Norah Illington Pym found a place in is all right. Let me out quiftl(ly. as if he was just going to do a vaudeThroughout the tranquil night.
state. Both 'Aimee se.
looked so as if he had come a thousano our quiet boarding house; and to us Such a lot depends on every moment." ville stunt and was dressed for the
Bringing the lovely dream
It was a subject for constant wonder
"I can quite believe that," I an- part I didn't think they made
For her delight.
miles, that the( lerk, who was a new one,
that
asked him in 1 one of the inner offices that she remained where things gen- swered, with a knowing smile. "Every kind of clothes any more, even in
Nor flowers nor stars are eyes
erally
were so "slow."
moment brings the polite° nearer."
and settled him comfortably and offered
For me. I follow one—
Lichtenbarg. where Tommy came
The first night, arrayed in splendor, "The police won't/Come, you idiot!"
Her lover—shadow-wise.
him a cigar Tr: in the agent's box, and
from.
,
she looked around the room in amaze- he shouted.
Companion to the bun!
Binkersle,the 1.ttle "gent's goods" man
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
BROOKHILL
Her eyes, both flower and star.
BUILDING.
"You must
ye a little patience," over tome, to give him pointers on
sat back in a swivel chair and smoked ment and pity, and then beguiled us
In loveliness outshine;
TELEP
HONE
with
NO. em.
stories
I
of
the
answered;
style
rdonically
people
t
In
our
a perfecto 'that tasted very strange to
Mirrors of Love they are.
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
"I tell
u, man, they will never get shiny black
Reflecting mine!
him, and felt th t he was practically one station kept up in the west.
satchel, w' re he'd laid it
On the second night three of our here,
—Frank Dempster Sherman, in smart
errs you send a servadt Itir
of the high offi lals of the road.
stay?'
Bet.
ladies turned in the necks of their them For goodness' sake, send some Jown. "Where are you going to
He sat there until be was so hungry blouses
Tommy looked bewiland wore lace. By the end of one:"• I am a detettive. They will, he asked, and
he didn't know whPt to do and then he
dered and said he hadn't found out
Architect and Superintendent.
the week our ladies all. appeared in know me."
asked where the reilroad restaurant
vet. "You take the afternoon off and
evening blouses, our hostess introdoced
"I can quite believe your last re401 Fraternity Building.
was, and he went down there meaning
menus and entrees at dinner, ang 'the mark," I chuckled, "but I am not go- Ind him a place, Sumter," says Watto spend at least n ouarter on his4unch, kitchen
me; and so that's how be came Old Phone 401 Red; New Phone Seo•
to
tles
girl was pressed into ono and ing to move from this door even to
but it looked so -Pry sivelk that he felt
to be my roommate.
frills and brought up to IS in the send for more police."
It would be sir
"I gums I'm pretty green," says
him to spend less waiting.
He thelia offered to push his credenthai: ‘lol:J.r, '
Tommy, as he toddled along With ma
its what the lunch
tials
under
Our
the
ladies
door
made still/further efforts
for me to read. to the joint.
By CHARLES BA'TTELL LOOPAIS
cost him, exclu e of the tip. He had
"Ed. Kempley told me
but I assured him that I was no judge
(Author of"Cheerful America:25," etc.)
no change smaller then a half dollar, so to reach her level by Wearing all their
that the cows'd eat me If they saw me
gao NORTH FIFTH STREET
of
forged
jewelry
documents
and
.
making
•show of everyhe asked the widter to change the silver
on the street. Ed's been here twice."
Something like a groan came back
(Copyright, toss, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
for him, and that obliging fellow thing they possoMed.
Both Phones 333
"Who's Ed?" I asked.
One afternoon, after an interview in in reply, and I concluded that my man
"Ed's my friend back In Lichen.
hicl'A was :11
Office hours 11 to so a. tn.,I to
"Yes, sir, I'm going to Chicago on brought back two quhad
given
our
up
hope
bootees'
of
escape.
private
.
room, a suave,
business," said Binkersley to a eubetr- the nature of a hint. And Mukersley polite stranger
After awhile it struck me that Miss burg," he says. It might have been. p. In. and 7 to 9 p. a.
was ushered Into our
'Ed's the prince et Wales and all the
banite who had stopped in to buy a pair took it—that is, he gave a quarter to' midetAnd introduce
d as a new boarder. Pym had been a long time away, and royal
•
family." froso the way be said
.of gloves. "It's quite an expense, but the waiter.
on
referring
to
ray
watch
1 found that it.
Within an hour he had won all
After lunch be "felt fine." and he went
"His
father
runs
the
bank
there,"
my wife thinks I'll get it back in health.
hearts except that of Mies Pym. She almost half an hour had elapsed.
Chicago is quite a bustling city, so I've up to the ogees win.,
Quietly 'dipping downstairs, I dis- be went on. "and Edes la the bank
looked on in Went morn while he
"Very
sorry,
sir,"
said the clerk, "but
always heard, and I may get ideas for
covered
the servants huddled together aver. We always run togither a goo
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
waited on the Aildles with ingratiating
my business. Castor gloves? No, we're we've just received a telechonejrom smiles.
in the kitchen. One. of them went deal. They don't make any smarter
A CERTAIN CHILL CURL
fellers
all out of those just now. How would Mr. Gregory and he won't he t,4k meth
thus
biro."
forth with instructions to hasten back
As soon as he was safely out
bier.
to-morrow or next Qty.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
"Oh,
you go to Chicago? What train?"
you'll
catch
e's called tag quite
on,
all
right,"
I
with
the first policeman she could find,
• chorus of voices said:
totra."
"Why, there are a half dozen ways," ,
and I returoed to my station at the told him. I kind of took a fancy to
WILL
"What
a
CURE NERVOUS TROUcharmieg 1110-n!"
-mimesisy was di
nod, but he
said' the attburhanite, who was r. tray- I
Min, you know. He looked at you like
door.
Miss
Py
Idgsi
for
a
BLES
moment,
AND
a philosophicsI, ort of chap and
WILL RESTORE THE
shag man. °Why don't you get a pans!" '
In a few minutes 1 heara the wel- a lost dog there tOUni '113,m•h°Cly to
had had a good nie. and it was OntY and then suddenly jpmped to her feet. come
"Me get a pass?" said the litUe stole:
him—kind of seared atia yet as if WEAK AND SICKLY TO PEE
heavy stem, and two policemen
"1 rashes," shApoid.bodding her head,
keeper. "No, sir. I've always paid gay 3 preludelo
'
I nes&
"we ltralyw a thing or two in the west. (the maid did tot belie*. Ln the ef- he trusted you wad was tickled to FECT HEALTH.
way."
That evenizi he took his wife to the
If a man comes fooling around, bowlns ficacy of one) hastily presented them- danth anyway. Ho thought the room
POE SALE AT ALL DRUG
"That's all right," said the traveling theater'. aything he had not done since
and scraping, where the womankind selves and prepared for a rush from was the greatest ever, although Ed.
man; "but you know these railroad oae‘ he stopped getting bill-board tickets.
STORE&
bad
•
mighty.
I.ne
room
the room as I opened the dbor.
all to himself
porations are soulless affairs, and if you The theater cost a good two dollars, for aren't young and good-looking, we put
But the rush did not come; and we in his father's "residence."
a double lock on our jewel cases and
ma get a pass, I'd do it."
heiot the very ter seats in the second
"I took him around to a barber
tell the police to keep their eyes on entered to find Mr. Compton calmly
"Well, how do you do it? Don't you balcony, and. after the play nothing
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
brushing the duet off, his clothe*.
shop whet we'd sealed about the
him."
have to be rich?"
would do -tot thlk man-about-to-get-aA
word
room.
HU
from
hair
him
was
lopping down
immediately gave
"Good gracious! You don't mean is
The suburbanite was somethin
pses but a supper at one of Young's resrise to a look iff' surprise on the po- over his coat collar behind. Then we
—LAWYER—
suggest that Mr. Compton—"
practical joker and he saw that
'tauranta, and that made another dollar
"Never you mind," broke in Miss licemen's faces. and after listening to went back to the room and I showed
My was already inoculated
look
extremely ill.
th "pass
Pym. "I've got a safe upstairs, so I some hurrisid instructions they quickly him how to tie his necktie. He bad
Sever," so he said:
Next morning Mr. Binkersky went
retired from Iliac room, leaving Mr. the ends just pushed up under the WEI practice he di COW*, ‘14 Kea
"Rich? No. It all de
ds on the way uptown, and he went in a cab. It was
Compton and myself alone.
collar in front and then brongbt dosro
tack/.
We done. Let me pflcoct a letter for expensive, as be well knew, but it could
"As for you. Major Belshun"he said, through the loop without going errand
yen. The genera passer-ger agent of be charged to expenses eventually.
turning to uhere I stood in amaze- the neck at all. You know the way.
the eight-track
The passenger egoist was In, but be
ad is a jolly fellow,
ment, "I sin half inclined to have you
No, he didn't naiad me telling him.
DX W. C. HUSAIN&
sad if you
him right he may pass was busy.
arrested for aiding the ertliPe
a
of a Ed. always told him things like that.
you all thr way to Chicago, and then
"Tell him," said Mr. Binkersley with
criminal. You have done that pretty Ed. was a dandy dresser—event more
(Homeopathist)
youc14,.do him a good turn by crying an importance that he could not concffeetually," he went on, looking at money on his clothes than any feller
11111
road whenever you sell a,„ pair ceal although he tried to,"tell him that
his watch. "Ste has had almost an in town—or his father did for him
dike, sod Broadway—nose isms
of jócks. See?"
my cab is waiting for me outside and
hour's start."
Well,
cortatedy
he
litesidenee. Is Firoadway.
looked
a
whole
'"Why, certainly," said the tradesman, that I'd like to see him at once. I have
"Good heavens!" I exclaimed; "you lot better when
r got through with
/
/
mike delighted with the prospect. "I'll been here twice before!"
Phase sep.
don't mean to tell me—"
him. Lad' in • couple of months you
advertise his road, and may be worth a
"I mean," he Interrupted, "that I
This had the desired effect. flat
aro wouldn't have known him for the
great deal to'hlin before I get through." to say, the boy delivered the
Detective Norton, and that 1 have lams
message,
boy. He caught on all right_ 3. C. PSOUrD07
"That's the idea exactly. You let me and In a moment Mr. 134nkeraley
CIA Read
been staying at this house for the sole
heard
WM that he tried to put on agony. He
write the letter and then you copy it."
purpose of watching Miss Pym. Unfor.
a roar of laughter from the inner room
lam% that sort of • chap. But be
Sc, the waggish customer sat ddwn to and said to himself: "He's
tunately she must, apparently, have
in • good
kept his eyes open, and be soon ot/t
Ids desk and wrote. as follows:
identified me, but she Aka very carehumor."
to know what was what. Tbo aew.suit
ful to keep the knowledge to herself.
Mr. J. C. oregory.—Dear Sir: I am nearA moment later the boy returned and
lie got, when be got one, was a peach.
ly X and I have rover let a man pay my
This afternoon I saw her fast asleep
said with a deference that seemed the
/lore even on a street car. New I'm going
Hi quit talking in the Rube way he Rosins so, is mai is. Cetembis
In
the
Ild.
dining-room, and availed myself
th: Chicago. Do you think I will let you real thing to sinkote Mr. Binkersley:
did at first But the boys joshed him
of the opportunity of searching her
wood me a pass? If you do, Just try it "Come this way, sir."
PADUCAH. KT.
lot
a
They
all
liked
him.
though
He
sad see what I will do with It. You will
room. The little evidence that I have
Mr. Binkersley went that way and
was just as dreamy as could be with
Sod my address on the headIng and any
gathered here would be sulicient for
was
ushered
into
the
presence
of
a
whitealpe you want socks or gentleman's fureverybody, from Wattles down to
my purpose. But now, owing to your
lobbing', drop in. Be quite sure that even haired. bristly-bearded man who looked
Pets, the janitor.
clumsy interference and her cleverIII you did send me a pass I would never more like a genial farmer than the manBut is was funny te bear 1tut_
may a thing about you road, as I think all ager of a great business.
ness, she has slipped off. There is
mods are monopolies. Yours,
We'd
be talking about semething—it
cb.o
only
one
o
thing
5,
to be thankfhl for, and
"Is this Mr. .Binkersley?" sold Mr.
JOSEPH BINKERSLEY
that is that she hasn't taken anything troakin't math matter wbat--wbee Office with Drs. Mere & Mmes. las
VZILY BUSY.
Gregory.
Toasty would ebtrp up: "A friend of
"There!" said the customer when he
with her this time."
"Yes, sir." said Mr. Binkersley.
Hart hFittii. Bab Phone
am all right But you watch If Mr
alas boo* is Liebeaburs Et Kemp
mad what he had written,"Gregory will
"Are
you sure of that?" I groaned.
"So you don't want a pass,don't you?" Compton isn't real
igr-J•
interested In mi
either think you're a crank or a very
"Quite,"
he
Residenc
e too Clay, Old Phone ills
answered
; "the ladies
said the passenger agent, carrying out to-night when I wear
my diamonds."
It wenn any use trying to break
slaver man. If it hits hint all right you'll
had all their jewelry on last night,
the spfrit of the letter which the subhim of it He'd prattle on about the
Mr. Compton appeared to see Mist and I know Miss
get a pass. and I'll have saved you 120."
Pym has not been
urbanite had written for Me. Bitakersley.
admirable id. in one of anything.
Pym for the first time when she en near any of their rooms
"Say, this is awfully nice of yon." said
to-day."
"No, sir," said Mr. BInkeraley in a tared
Illiskersley. "Have a dress shirt?"
the room for dinner, her die
"You had better come down and see Md. could do this, and Ed. could do
puzzled tom.
monde scintillating in the gaslight them," I mid.
that; Ed. vas et:rand-me and lother.
"Thanks, but I only wanted to buy a
helplessly.
"Then what did you come for?" said
But from that moment he bad eyes las
He
hastily
explained to them how Lad his foes would be all of a glow
Gregory.
with pride. You didn't More the heart It. Lade
little else, and she looked around at us matters stood. BM they
end TOMS116110 RIomPod&
were at first
"Why--er--why, I mean I want a pass
with •smile of knowing triumph.
he
stop him.
too
frightene
d
to
et eampimp—tbe cheapest NM WI
understan
d.
to Chicago and back, and in return l'U
He wrote to Ed. about once • week szcuralon
The iron entered into our souls and
"Now." he finished up, "I hope.
out of Pail00116
tell people to take your road."
—when he wrote to his folks, but
we watched him narrowly. HOLT by ladies, you all have your jewelry
an..1
Mr. Gregory had pictured a different
there was only one time I ever heard
hour and clay by day our snapjcions money safe."
---4
Sort of'man from the one who stood behim say anything about getting a letwere fed by small events, to whifh out
"Oh, yes:" said Miss
Moleswort
fore him and Mine of the humor of the attention
was called by Miss Pytn. uto timidly; "we gave It all to Miss h?. ter from him and that same night
letter seemed to leave it. He had eviPym
him slip something into an entil, at the end of a week, our views had ialt night to lock no in her
little safe." saw
dently been put up to writing it.
velop* that looked to too like • money
become quite definite and decided.
Almost before she had
finished
-"Suppose," said he, "we gave everyDuring the whole of this time Mr. speaking, Mr. Norton was up the stein' order, though I coulde't swear to it.
body in the country a pass to any place
and
Compton paid her very close attention;
I followed quickly behind him!
So I had Ed. pushed at me for close
he asked for on condition that he advised
in fact, she could scarcely move but When I entered Misw Pym's room he )a to three years—end then Ed. came
his friends to buy tickets. How soon
he was behind her. This, as she point- was standing with the door of the
It le atrip of oirovurs, comfort
safe up to Chicago for a visit.
would we go into bankruptcy?"
ed out, was owing to the fact that she open—and it .was practically empty.
I never saw anybody so excited and trot; good eert(c g
"That would need some figuring," wore rather more jewels
table,
I am I regret to say. quite con about anything in all my life as Tom- good
than the 0th'
rooms, etc. Boats
said Mr. Binkersley in such a simple er ladies, and he was only waiting
-a
each
the vinced of the clevern vas of Miss Norse my was over the news that Ed. was
manner that Mr. Gregory took pity on opportunity she never
gave him In or illington Pym, for she is still at large coming. He couldn't eat; he couldn't Wednesday
and Saturday
him and determined to give him a pass. der to appropriate them.
3 p. tn.
keep still. He hurried to see Mrs. For other infornuiti
on appiy to Jas.
"Well, look here, Mr. Binkeraley. I
One afternoon Miss Pym came into
Barker
about
a
room
for
El.
And
YE HUNTSX.AN.
Koger, superintendent; Frank Ls
hear that your cab is at the door and the drawing-room
he even arranged to take him to din- Brown,
quietly but hastily,
ag.....nt.
I don't want your coachman to catch with a look of triumph
ner and then to the theater: then be
in her eyes.
Now dott: ye cltie huntsman
cold waiting for you. but I also want you
Take "hunting Heerse" route
was going to treat me to a sight of the
"Major Belshun," she said, excitedto understand that I am general passenAnd with a brand-new "outfitis"
paragon—if I cared to sit up—and, of
ly, "Mr. Compton has broken open the
He goad forth to scouts
ger agent of this road and if I want to
course, I did.
wardrobe in my room and is now
And seeke ye beastes ferocious
give passes that is my own affair. You
It was close on to 12 o'clock when
That haunt ye woods about.,
rifling its contents. Come and see!"
dared me to give you a peas and I am
he
got back. Ho rapped at the door
—DENTIST—
ladies
gave
The
a
little
scream
and
Cleo
Be seeks with sest ye rabbit,
going to take your dare. Here is an
and as he entered I started back alhuddled together at this startling
eke
And
ye
doe
and
%melte,
°TIMM WHAT DID YOU COME Folt*- order for a pass as far as Albany and statement
most scared. He looked pale and
But presently tie sho..-teth
.
return. That will take at least six dolTruehart
Ye farmer's gentle decks.
queer and had that old-dog look that
"Hush!" she said, "you will spoil it
pair of gloves, and you're out of those lars off your expenses. I'm
And as he payeth tot itte,
accustomed
;teemed to say 'Don't hit me, plea...you say."
make
you
noise.
if
all
a
You
keep
darneth
of has lucks!
He
to having my own way hod 1 haslet upon
"You Aon't_niarlsratatul me- -1 Mal*
Then be nil;
mast. haia and. nobody._ will-hurtMy
yonr accooll the/miss:—
tries
Anon
he
another,
friend, Ed"
while
and
the
major
I
you to accept a shirt. I never would
and
croeg
up
Mr. Binkersley was filled with mixed
Yclept ye "stifle-hunt" plea,
So that was Ed.—that flashily
have thought of trying to get a pass. emotions. He
And sneaketWthroush re forest
was disappointed at the lock the door on the thief. There are
dressed, pigeyed, loud-mouthed. cheap,
two doors to ''..bat room, major, and I
I'll save at least ;20, and I like to tea mileage of the pass,
As softly as he oan,
OFFICE too NORTH
but he also wanted
And suddenly he baggeth
Independent Take a shirt along."
jay sport! That was what he was.
to set himself right with this man and want you to lock one at the same mohired
man.
meth•
"oh, you want me to have a shirt on he said:
It was kind of pitiful to see the
ment that I lock the other."
TELEPHONES
way Tammy tried to head him off and
As usual, Miss Pym's nerve and conwell
ye
Mark
elute
bustsman!
Residence sge
"Well, thank you, air, but you misunDace asp
Flys 'tonne be keeps *He cock*.
"No, on yourself," sail Binkersley, to
stew him where be thought the felfidence carried complete conviction.
derstood the letter. I meant all that In
But" when a hare he neeta
"bona humor is an unknown quantity.
leaving the ladies quiet but thorWelt shine. If he had lied any
low
So,
a joke. The fact Is a friend of mine
HY, hams tg,tbr knacks—
The suburbanite allowed himself to
good points about him Tommy would
And !Wally hid guide Both Me
wrote it and I didn't quite see what he 00017 fritigalord, e ertat softly upstairs to
be "blown off" to an open front dreg
certolnly have brought 'em Ogt. But
her
Idea
Ye rabbit with a roeke!
and catch
was driving at. I wish. I'd written It
shirt and a pair of patent cuff cItps, and
our man
it wasn't any use, and I could MN
Beware of ye same huntsman,
my mit became I wanted the pass all the
tiled be departed, smiling inwardly.
Tommy knew it wasn't, and was aU
Ama•areMat AMMO& by mese.
ase•Fr
way to Chicago and back. The fact IS
&
After the customer had gone Rinker,tie Over It
trimw
The
aniage
Of hl
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
44
I Ma it a'ptitsititrn teivigititiee
ky copied the letter in his own band
9iNtr5t13'
a
ed a week sad Tommy
red
The passenger agent had risen. "I'm
THROAT.
there
Is where kiss comrade
For
aid mailed it
stuck to him like a brother. There
very glad to have had this opportunity and in OM MOS
frequently Lets sordt:,44
Office
and
very bus? with t
Next morning in Binkereley's mall to see you, Mr.
Residock• Rooma 3 sod ds
wasn't anything he didn't do ts make
Binkersley,and [do hope
Meanwhile, observe ye l'Amr•d—
drawers of the w
was a letter from the general passenger the driver hasn't
that skate havc a good time. He
lagMng.
caught cold. You will
He stoppeth for to buy
apent. It was short but in the same exchange this order
a
In
moment.
Miss
showed
Pym
have
might
Phone
reached
him
off,
the
but
he
soet—Red.
for a ticket to AlA googly bag of beliaMoll.
min as that which Binhorsloy had sent. bany and return.
didn't, and he bragged Meet him
And peryonally doth lie
If you need any more other door. anti simultaneously we
It ran:
worse than evor--for • Ito* •
Unto his trusting wife. who
passes write the letter yourself,as it will slammed them and Owned the keys. It
Just winketheilher eye.
did not mom strange to lee then that
He said to me: "Ed. has changed
If you don't want to break that record of be a safenard. Good-day."
—et. bouts Globe-Demecrat
yours on passes, you'd better not come up
both keys should be on the outside.
but that boy he. get a heart
some,
heafd
a
He
roar
of
laughter
as
he
Is my °Mee and have a talk with me or
As the keys clicked there was a
oz." Then he sighed. ,
an
'he
passed
from
the
room
CITY ATTORNEY
of the passenger
might nz. you out so you'd remember It.
The wge of a well-known author has
shout of rage from Mr. Compton.
"You're off, Tommy," I said. "He
When BInkersley read this he was agent.
"You stay here and guard the door, a fad for collecting trees. Fitting sort
isn't changed. It's you. You've got
frightened at first. It looked a little like ' "A very pleasant and jovial gentle- major," said Miss Pym.
"While I ran of pastime for an author's wife to purlur eyes open More you've been ROMS 13 and
man,"
thought
Mr. Binkersley.
. &threat Then he handed it to his clerk
r4 Columbia annals
for the police. I shall g6 quicker than sue. Coal come nigh.
lere."—Chicago Dfi.i Myra.
Old Phone iog,
HER RYES.
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the West
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RECREATION HOURS,

So Consistent. More Important
Mrs. Sububbs—I was cleaning one
"Ahl Mrs. Newcomb," said the upsilver on Sunday when Mrs. Straitlace pish Mrs. Subbubs, "my many social
millionaire stood at the foot of called on her way home from church"duties have prevented me from calling
The
HOW THE COLLECTOR GETS AND
Fortunately, though, she didn't find 'upon you as I should. However, I
the throne.
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH PRESERVES HIS SPECIMENS.
It out.
"How are you?" said the poor man.
will surely return your visit some
Mrs. Naybor—She's very strict about day—"
TO AMUSE.
"Pretty well, I thank you," the mil.
the Sabbath, isn't she?
Bonaire replied, in a low voice.
"Oh! that doesn't matter much," reIt Is Necesstary to Have Outfits Its
Mrs. Sububbs—yes. She apologized plied Mrs. Newcomb. promptly, "but I
"Dine out last night?"
Extensive as Those of Hunters
Clever Scheme for Place-Cards—Unfor calling upon me on that day, but do wish you'd return the groceries
"Yee—I thank you."
of Big Game—Some Parastral Way to Arrange Partners
she thought she just ought to tell me You've borrowed from time to time."—
"Overeat yourself?"
ticulars.
at Informal Evening Affair—
"Oh, no," said the millionaire quickly, that scandalous story about Mrs. (lid-! Philadelphia Press.
Pretty Table at a Birthraising his head. "Ch, no, I have not day.---Philadelphia Press.
Those who think deer or mountain any appetite
day Party.
An Expensive Age.
left."
Lion hunting to be hard work ought to
From the French.
rather (looking over the paper)—
The rows of poor people behind the
hawks' nests for awhile
hunting
try
Dramatist—It's
the first perform- More bad news. A hitherto unknown
A Souvenir Postal Card Party.
throne grinned.
ance of my play egeafght; I feel act frog pond
and get h taste of the really strenuous
has been discovered in Oen.
"Ever give anything to the poor?"
Nearly every town of any she has
jolly nervous.
Life. Hawks nest all over the world, asked the
tral Africa.
poor man.
its own individual postale, and in this
from the equator to the far north; they
Dramatic Adapter—Do you? I never
"Yes, yes," said the millionaire, eaMerther--What is quet to us?
day and ',aeration everyone is the refeel nervous about mine.
make up one of the largest and most gerly. "I subscribed
Felber—Whit fa that to us! II
$5,000 to—"
cipient of many of these Churning rewidely known of any of the bird fem.
Dramatist—Ah, but you have an ad- means that every.one of our eight chil"Did you miss it?" asked the poor
minders of travel, both at home and
"Florida Limitedl—Leaving Losievantage over me.
Wes. To them belong the great bald man.
dren will have to have a new and reabroad. Something original in the way
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
tiny sparrow hawks
the
rind
eagles
Adapter—What's
Dramatic
that?
vised edition of Highprice's geography.
of entertaining for either dinner,
"U Yea wolieln't
&eking one of
'Danville, Ky., with solid train of
everyoai knows. But their habit/ are my ileceitarien,"themind
Dramat: - eeor, all your plays —N. Y. Weekly.
millionaire wenton,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
Pullman 'Sleepers
all different, so that methods which Ignoring the last question. "Any
have bee.,
and vestibuled
hefore.
of
the hostess when she planned this afcoaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
will result in th,Anding of One hawk's them woold tall you—"
language.
fair.
Neit
Pleasantries.
nest, says Dia Li Angelic Time!, will
"Did you ever give away anything
."Ot VIM Tommy," said the new arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a. m.
rooms were decorated with poeHe (six weeks after the honeytake the hunter directly by the home youreelt with your own hand, with your
Tian believe there is such a and St. Augustine ma a. m. next
011140111,
t)a fastened together by holes punched
moon)—I suppose you aril* you were
daye without change. Dining car
bad?"
heart?"
gletttLes
In the sorsa* and ribbons run throat
a fool when you stood up and married
l'Yea,
" replied little Tommy serves all meals en route.
The millionaire's heart beatfuriously. me?
them. Panels were formed in this
while the eagle builds a bulky nest of He looked about him for a chance to es"Florida Special"—Leaving Louisway and mode a moot .fictive decoraShe—Well, I was the next thing to• *Moen, "that's what pa sec, any5,11 sorts of sticks and places it le Are
ville 745 p. m e carries observation
tion. Oaya lelett ea*
pkiture
feel!
very tiptop of the highest av...kthie
"Indeed? What did he my about it?" sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis"I did once," he said, in•law,hurried
frames, placed on tables, on the manHe—That's true, or I wouldn't have
Augustine,
without
"Oh! he don't say anything about It. ville to St.
tels and even"Spot Waft lief TOM'
widow.
been there.—Yonkers Statesman.
the Wij.
• hawk hunter—
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
He Net sea it."—Philadelpkis Press.
"How much?"
attract. attendee. These cars "toe
bi
vat "
atejeing at Jacksonville at 8:so p.
"A pettily," said the millioSaire,
Just Half *ay.
teetered coaversatioa width Man ItirYIIIOX
ha as Much o
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
"You will understana." said the ediscarcely audibly.
aalmated. ''Do you remellsiberr and
deer hunter. Ptht dt dii, he wears.
Urs. Bsbble—Oh, JamemAliat Yuma next day. 'From Danville this in
A ragged man came forward from the tor of the new semibtrmorous publica"that reminds me" were expressions
snit of duck or khaki. 111111011, or, welter- huge company behind the throne and tion, "that we drn't 'wish our writers De Gaul has eloped with our daughter! solid train of drawing room sleepers,
heard on all sides.
Mr. Bubble—Well, let 'em go. He composite car, observ-ation car, etc.
deposited glieftr cen the table by the to be either too Many Or too serious.
L'Innats were pedklist
aert "1Y'
& tke
CO L
iave her.
throne. 'We Just wish a happy medium."
Dining car serves aft meals en route.
girds limb
" light leather coating'l
oth yield to
Bubble—They went in your tri"I'll malth It PIM said the million"I understand," chuckled the bufVia the eL.and of the Sky"—PulfSt this luncheon the MOM bad
t and cling aire, hurriedix..
every movement of Oafoon scribe; "you want thorn to be half ton,*bile and—
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 745
▪
öto each Oak''ten in
tornacitneely. to the bark of teem as
Mr. Bnbble—Great Scott! why &kin'
"Sit fliedielitie poor man said, witty."--Chiesigo Daily News,
aniaber, addressing them to Dorf
= as
P- rn, daily, running through to
would the barefoot. To aid him in
you say so at first? Telephone to the Knoxville, where connection is made
sternly."By that penny are you saved."
housseasber. By there they
climbing still further, he carrier, a
police at once—Cleveland Leader.
Her Aim.
their p
the table. Mach one
at 9:35 a, m. with through sleeper
of the "climbers" used by tale'
"We can get you the divorce quickly
The millionaire sat down and a lady
Ito come prepared to relate pair
vi as
to Jaclesorville, via Asheville, Cophoto and telligrsph linemen. Added took his place before the throne.
He Knew the Rope,.
and without notoriety."
some iiioldisni of travel, either "huand Savanah, arriving et
lumbia
to this is a tin hot having straps on
"Glad to welcome you into our little
"But I don't want it that way; I
"I gave some money once to•Pow
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
'Jcksonville
at 9 a. tn.
each end so that It may be easily can beggar," she began.
want to have to put up a tight for it family, Mr. Newcoree," said Mrs. Starevote was taken as to the best story
cars
eggs
which
and
are
the
in
Hen
en.
boarders
"Our
invariably
almost
and
get
it
protracted
scuffle
attar
a
"You are very proud of your charity?"
In each class, souvenirs were awarded
get fat"
fully packed in cotton.
through the newspapers."
asked the poor man.
inexpensive 'articles which the hostess
"Yes," replied the new boarder, who Good returning mite May vet, ate
Entering
forest
cliff-walled
or
the
the
"Oh,
you're
going
on
the
stage,
eh!"
"I'
have
given away•great deal conhad collected with this party In mind.
was not. however,new to boardteg,"I've
—Houston Post.
'OW rates.
'
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta- canyou, the modern hawker strikes out sidering," she replied, briskly.
maw on sale
noticed the same thing in most boarding
carefully, treading as silently as any
"Considering what, madam?"
ble linen came from Ireland.
His Fatal Error.
houses. It's cheaper than meat, isn't it,
Seer bunter, searching the skies fre"Oh, considering what other people
The mess consisted of grape fruP,
"You say Rev. Mr. Newman was a ma am"—Philadelphia Press.
quently with a field glass for the great do," she said.
creamed potatoes served in ramekins.
failure at your church?"
birds be seeks. Hawks, eagles and
"With your whole heart did you glee
whole wheat bread, cherry salad made
Plight of Time.
"Yes; he made the mistake of at
most of the owls nest In early spring It, for pity, for real love's sake?"
Going via Ashville and "Land of
by replacing the pits of California
"Myra, dear," called the anxious
tempting to bring the congregation
from the first of February to the end
"I'm
not
a
sentimentalist,"
she
said,
cherries with hazel nuts, serving it on
the Sky" and "Sapphire' Country"
head
of
the
the
from
mother
stairs
as
the
into
harmony
with his Ideas, instead
of May, so that the collector must be hotly.
bead lettuce leaves with • rich mayof bringing his ideas into harmony clock in the hall struck the midnight and returning via Atlanta and Chatafield early in order to get eggs in
"Did you ever refuse to give to anyonnaise drowsing, and cheese warm:
with the congregation."—Philadelphia hour,"have you any idea how late it is?" tanooga or vice vers.
which incubation has not commenced one?"
Ice cream was served in halves of maFor the "Land of the Sky," "Win"Yes mamma," answered the dutiful
Press.
"Never," she said, in a loud voice,
telot. • with small cakes. The bon- He scans the tops of trees or such
daughter, who was plump, fair and 32; ter Homes," rather handsomely ilplaces
knows
Madill,
likely
as
and,
he
"never."
bons were in dress-suit case boxes, and
"but it's better late than never. George lustrated. booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
A Difference.
"Never once? Think of 20 years ago"
the almonds in miniature band-boxes, some great - bulk of sticks looming
"She is exceedingly well read," said is busy measuring my finger for the address any agent of the Southern
against
sun,
darkly
he
the
lays
down
There was a question in his voice
which the guests were given for faRailway or C. H. HungerfOrd,
ring."—Chicago News.
the admiring young woman.
The lady turned red and tried to hide
vor'. Iced tea was the beveraae, with his paraphernalia and ascends the tree
P. A.. Louisville, Ky., G. B. Alien.
"Indeed?" rejoined Miss Cayenne.
hawk
If
the
be
the
large
of
epeeist
her confusion, but a million pair of eyes
a bit of lemon and a candled cherry
Confidence Game.
A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, W C.
"Yes. She reads all the new books
known as buzzard hawks, a rap on the were on her.
In it.
"I've
seen
a good many balloon as- Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C. Route.
as
fast
as
they
are
published."
trunk of the tree will usually send tilt
"Once," she said.
"That means she is abundantly read, (tensions," said the star boarder, "and Cincinnati, 0.
nesting bird in screaming light from
but not well read."—Washington Star. they were all fakes,"
?Tun with Soap Bubbles.
her home. With the smaller hawks
"A poor woman came up to me as I
"Didn't they go up all right?" asked
Here is a pretty way to amuse One this teat does not apply, but the ex was getting into my carriage. I was
Must Be Nominative.
one of the other boarders.
child, or any number of children. perienced hawker rarely climbs to s only a girl"—her voice died in a whisper
Bessie—It's quite a come down for
"Yes, but they were so tame. I've
Cover sewing tables with an old blan- nest from which no bird can be in —"she looked as if she were
dying, and him.
never seen a balloonist get even the
ket, or any soft material that will duced to fly
she oeid she was hungry. I told her to
Tessie—What do you mean?
slightest fall."—Chicago Tribune.
make a soft ;ad. Then procure little
Once secured and brought safely go away; bated the sight of her."
Beesie--When he is at home he be
Room No. 5.
Paducah.
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called home, the next thing for the "oologist"
"Pel yeo give her anything?"
That Magnanimity.
longs to the upper ten, but here at colColumbia Bldg.
iCentudty.
"'Dutch" wars, a quantity of clay pipes to do is to Drewry, the eggs. This h.
"No" She hung her head.
First leeotpad—No; de guy wus biglege he is on the second eleven.—Town
and several bolts of baby ribbon—the does by drilling a small hole in oni
"She had a baby?"
ger den I ('ought, an' he wouldn't cough
Topics.
penny-a-yard quality will do.
side of the egg and removing the eon
A light &me in to the lady's eyes
up.
Villad the pipe stems with ribbon. tents by means of a blowpipe. Instru which turned them from their hardness
Second Footpad—An' what did youm
Odd, Indeed.
tying a Aunty bow at the bowl. Of manta are manafactured for this pur Into soft orbs of wonder.
do?
"He's an odd Ash."
course It will .get wet, but it looks pose, and many are of intricate male
"Yea she had a baby; I gave it •
First Footpad—Oh. I displayed sonic
"Is, eh?"
pretty when the pipes are passed. Fill for use when the eggs are valuable flower."
"He is, for a fact. I don't suppose of dat Japanese Magnanimity an' let him
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Balla%
the bowls with a mixture made from and so far incubated as to be unsay
A woman came out from the great as that fellow ever bought a share ol go.—Chicago Sun.
sae 1-2 Broadway. Paducah, Ky.
boiling shaved mettle soap with water; able with the unaided blowpipe sembly and put a rose upon the table worthless mining
stock in his life."—
New Phone 490to every pint of this liquid add one When the eggs are emptied of theli by the throne.
Domestic Needs.
Chicago Journal.
teaspoon of glycerine. This formula conteets. they are thoroughly dr!te'
Husbard—Anything you want down- SPECIALTIES:
always produces the largest and most with . hot air and then laid careful],
Could Stand Pat.
"You may sit down," said the poor
town to-day, my dear? Shall I order
Abstracting of Thies,
away in trays of cornmeal to Iwo= man.
gorgeous bubbler) imaginable.
"I can't understand why they called some more of that self-raising flour.
Insurance, Corporation and
Oiler prism for the bubbles lasting entirely dry in case the air has !el'
Now there came a man of about 40 te Henry VIII. 'Bluff King Hal.' "
Wife—We have plenty left; but I
Real Estate Lam
the longest i for the one with the most any drops of moisture. In a day of stand before the throne. He was very
"Well, why not?"
wish you would stop at an intelligence
vivid coloring, and for the one largest two they are placed in their final Deo exquisitely dressed and his mustache
"A man with six queens doesn't office and order me a self-rising servIn ciretunfeream. By the way, grown of cotton in thl drawer of a catAr:e' was dyed black.
need to bluff."--Cleveland Leader.
ant
Y. Weekly.
people have been known to indulge in where many other hawks' eggs hnvs
"You have done a lot of charity, have
In connection with the best Patio"soap-bubble parties" with great sat- preceded them. Each collection is cat. you not?" askd the poor man.
Pastoral.
The Linn
and
alogued,
the
eggs are marked with
-.Mary had a littie iamb
isfaction. They may be blown or
Mary had a little waist
"Oh, nothing really, you know; noth.
tam n service, Zach Hayes has added
Where waists were meant to grow,
UP* a famed excursion,
fanned about the room. and It is a a known symbol, so that not only may lag much." he replied.
But
Mary
only
sighed and wept
And everywhere the faahions went
beautiful sight to see 25 or 30 of them each set be distinguished from all th.
a fine line of
"Bazars, theatricals, dances?"
Because he wasn't Persian,
Her waist was stars to go.
others, but each species may also te
In the air at the same time.
"Well, yea, I have done what I could,
-LH, Y. Bun.
—N Y. Sun.
known by a glance at the egg and don't you know."
without reference to the printed cata
A GREAT PROTECTION.
A PRECAUTION.
"Have a good time yourself?"
An entertainment which furnishes
Lorne.
"Oh. yes, thanks." said the man. He
amusement for a young people's soon
Many thousands of dollars' worth ol felt he was getting on
.41ty or club is a corn party. Invitawell.
haen-e' and other birds' eggs rem an.
"Did you get into society that way?"
tions were issued and everyone wonnuaily through the malls of this coon asked the poor man.
and will continue to keep up the rep
dered what the affair could be. "Do
"Yes, perhaps I did."
ezt eat it, pop it, or what?" No satis- try. They are sent in escbange beutation our fountain has for magnifi"Have you ever given anything in
factory replies were given; those in tsteen collectors living in widely sep
stated
parta
of
America,
and
many
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
charity and love?"
the secret kept the facts to themselves,
come from Europe, where the study oi
so all the expectant guests could do
The man stood silent for some time
birds' eggs and ,he sport of collecting
was to wait and see.
and pondered. Before that vast assemthem have been developed to a much
When the date arrived, the rooms
blage his cocksureness was giving way;
were found decorated with ears of red greater extent than hero.
he began to look shabby.
A rare merlin found only In the
and white corn; they hung as a frieze,
"Once," he began, "but that was
northern
part
of
Canada
during thc
from grill-work, from gas Jets, and
nothing—I
was walking home—but it
_portieres were made from corn ker- breeding season lays an egg worth $16 won't count—I had no money with me
to
its
fortunate
finder,
and
not
only
nels strung on a heavy thread. The
and a man asked for something; he was
kernele were first soaked in lye is this, but the merlin usually lays some cold and tattered; I gave him the cigarthree to Ave eggs in every nest, so
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
Soften for the needle.
ettes out of my case because I *as sorry
A leng basket filled with ears of that a "set" (as the full number ot for him."
TEL. 7g.
eorn, each tied at the large end wit% etre laid by a Lercl is called) may be
Out of the crowd came a poor man to
ribbon, were passed to each guest with worth a neat sum to the hawker who lay a little handful of cigarettes upon
•
same.) gets caught in the rain without
the request to count the kernels. finds it. But it is not for money that the table.
umbrella.
his
most
of
these
men
who
Illinoisans
up
__Wooden plates were furnisted
The man or the wdrld bad not nolf
How he solves the problem:b.-PhiladelPigeon—I just joined the Don't
which to put the shelled corn.. After this kind of sport go out; many oi him and the sweat
stood on his fore- Worry club.
phia Press.
all had finished counting a memoran- them are Independently ride others head; he seemed
ashamed of his action.
In
are
lucrative
positions,
but
they
Higeon—Why?
dum was taken, then the contents oi
"You may sit down," said the poor
Not His Fault
Jigson—Going to be married next
each plate were emptied Into a large take It up as a means of fettles eat
map, and g,the sound of his voice the
I tried to kiss the rosy cheek,
week.—Chicago Sun.
bowl, widen was erreepiettorisly placed into the woad. of the wildly-and twerp man looked
Beneath
up
and
that charming bonnet.
seeing his gift on the
In the hall, and each person requested home the eggs as souvenirs of their table
And yet I tailed; I only touched
he loobed with unutterable retiet
Room for Doubt.
The One complexion on it.
to guess the number of grains Of cora trips, la tame this has grown to be at
the poor man—then sat down.
"How do yOu know she makes splen
In
e bowl. A record was kept ,el • regular atallY, until now Oilmen all
the
large
napalms
have
a
departioeni
did biscuits?"
goat An asognat was Woo
Modern Convenience.
An old man now came up before the
"She boasts of 'em."
snfthe two whO %ad cone nearaittbe devoted excEsivilly to the steely of the
Little
Girl
(In. church)—Why does so
throne.
eggs
of
DIMS,
lining
and
eittInct.
but
"Yes;
her
husband
corct number were awarded prises.
doesn't.—
many people put dame little envelopes
"I ain't done nothin'as!can think of," Houston Post
The refreshments were hulled corn,
Will bring pleasure te your
On th' contribution plaits?
be
An Exceptional Oocepatien.
g yoke; "I ain't'llid
Served In bowls egith Jersey cream and
Little
•
Boy—Them's
Parteihee
to
keep
so.
the
pensater'sObo
oa
nor
no
formerly
&akin'
Educated
made
home during the long winter
sugar; hot mins Muffles, with maple
"You say her daughters are highly nies from makin' so much noise.—N.
Syrup; popdorn, doughnuts and coffee. a good income in his profession is now to give away."
evenings. They are playing
Y. Weekly.
earning his livingAmsemb driver. Ne
rrpm out the crowd behind thedlintrit
ed
elessee
ha's taken this sifei to spite his di. there came 30 or 30 men and
"'rim have been taught to say 'i his
now at our store.
Come is
A hostess., wile wished for some- voroed wife- Whediver he l
Stale.
ll7:
11t is to soddela's in every modern Ianet she each bearing in their bands ae
hear
them
Then
and
thing nee linktpat of piece+ earls prt a lied en PM salerry.
yerrif
Stubb—There goes Miss Flasher.
ruage."—Judge.
actor Cold water.
for the six 'nests whom she had found that the only occupation
Says
she
is
just
back
from
Newport
Want
one.
Big selection of
in
'
`•
asked to limit'with her, devised this Iriish kis wife was Joliet's,
and her complexion is as brown as a
He Xaell
Then the millionaire wokeldpfrom his
against
records.
clever scheme. fte set &Wit Illustrat- II:24 'was cab dried%
"Did you ever do anything piffles nut.
1111111/9
Oren dream sad shivered with colt Mears
ing each girl's especial fad or individ. no Weise am4 had
• Penn—Yes, a cbestnut.--41hicago
was out, his room was dark, but be thropic?"
felt
•
lire
mown by pictures, which she no:rant-sure, I done the ol' seeker dat runs New..
of the sab.
sap
te mail* • could see in the dim light a ghostly proed and marked - With the date, but no good living and is Ode happy.
cession of starving, cold figures who de aid 'Misty outen de price of an
eagle.
Thrif 7 Girl.
overcoat."
pawed by and pointed at him.
One girl had a fashion of sitting
Getting His Shape.
Her--I'd never Jerry a penniless
He rose, shaking, and went to his
'Turkish fashion on the floor, and an
Molly—I hear your brother is wear. desk. He unlocked a
He Wad.
french or British duke.
drawer and drew
advertisement was found to suit this In ial
rtf e
yeL
ta
6
611(11r?
Enicker—Have you ever been at the
Him--Good for you.
ofilsaltsoisa With than is
sod
*obis
Mae'to fleffeetfen. The golf gfilwI
Her---Not If! could get an Awnless
his band he passed quickly downstaire` telephone In a storm?
easy, also the boating girl, the eques- In shape for the winter afternoon teas
Boeker—Um—yes. My wife ocea- oil or goal baron, I mean.—Chicaso
and Into the dark street.—Chicago
trienne was HOOD prC7Ided for, as was —Yonkers Statesman.
elersev calls me up—Judge.
Sun.
Chronicle.
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In Stationery

Enable the Mission to continue its

WEEK.

Noble Work of Obtaining Good

We have a few boxes of Hurd' and

,ed Children.

he CHRISTIAN

On account of boxes being slightly County Phyr:cian is to Be Elected

than.manufacturers cost.

Hall Caine's Five Act Pastorial Drama

Homes for Orphaned and Abandon-

Cranes' stationery in latest -styles.

sailed we are closing out at less

TO•NIGHT

THIS MAT l'ER COMES BEFORE Rev. Chiles Solicits Contributions to
THE FISCAL COURT NEXT

A

by the Pd...3istrates—Poor Farm'

Mr. Chiles who conducts the Union
R scue Mission, finds himself 50 bt1,1,1ly engaged through the demands of
the various interests of the Mission,
which are ever increasing, that he has
been compelled to neglect the collections for the expense account; therefore takes this method of asking that
all subscribers and all who are interested in the maintenance of the Mission will k'ndly hand him their contributions for the work.
Mr. Chiles is doubly busy in trying
to secure the funds necessary to purchase the property. He will appreciate the favor if those interested and
who w'sh to subscribe will call him
'TELEPHONE 543.
up bytelephone or stop him. on the
street, or wherever they may find
him, and make their subscription.
The needs of the Missiqp are many
and any
. contributions will be thak- AND
WEEK
BALANCE
OF
fully received.
MATINEE TOMORROW
Rev. and Mrs. Chiles yesterday
placed a young girl in one of the best
homes in the city. Just as the, were
going from the Mission with her
they received by telephone a request
to call at another place to receive into their care a beautiful little girl;
she is a bright, obedient, sweet little
lady, who received into a home will
take with her a ray of sunshine
which will irtadiate the whole house.
Before returning to the Mission
they called at the hospital and received into their hands an eight-day old
In a repertoire of all new
baby boy, a pretty, lusty little fellow.
Malt, plays
Joyce
He has been named Thomas
Perry. the first name for his fahter.
the second for Bishop Joyce. This The Great Five Act Pastorial Play
little fellow, a baby for adoption, is a
"THE CHRISTIAN"
healthy, well-born infant, whose parantage brings no stain to him nor to
SPECIALTIES-8
any family into which he, may be received by adoption.
These children can be seen at the
SEATS
NOW
SELLING.
Mission and any further information
Prices
to,
Rev.
ao,
and
the
3oc.
furnished
by
gladly
be
will
or .hilrs.

ProL ably Be Sold.

M'PHER
SONS
Drug Store.

During the meeting of the fiscal
court next- w''k there comes up the
question of i, -!-eising the salary of
. M. Reed, according to the provons of the law
recently enacted by the., state legislature. It is not yet known whether
the- magistrates v.:11 raise the pay of
the judge, or let it remain like it
The circuit judges over the state
now get $3,000 per year, while the
TELEPHONE 543.
TELEPHONE 545
WANTED--For, VI 5S. Army; late legislature passed a law stipuable-bodied unmarried men between lating that the fiscal court of counages of 21 and...35;_citiaens of the ties containing second class cities,
United States, of good character and could increase the judge's salary,
Some
tenaperateOrpits,,whoyeg speak, read ut of the county funds.
and write English. F6r informatiou seem to think the pay of the judge
DAINTY AND BWRST
Direct trOM its brilliant New
apply to Recruiting offices, Nev should be raised to at least $5,000
York Run of to7 nights at..
:-.A• year, while others say the state
Richmond House. Padecab, Ky.
Theatre.
liws provide no officers salary can
•
THE LAUGHTER HIT OF THE
FOR
Wagon Lc changed during his term of office,
YEAR DITRICHSTEINI
Works In
irsimwand complete. and that this ptovision cannot be
Smartest. Insppiest, sunniest muc.Apply to
gotten around by a bill leaving the
.
PISS
increase of pay to the fiscal court.
,
FOR rAk-INtidern 8 roomed One lawyer in talking of the matter
In Her New and Exquisite Comedy
house, all. improvements, West End. yesterday said that the Iliws preApply to L:'S: DuBois.
•
vented the legislature from increasing any officeholders pay during his
FOR RENT—Burni
d ro9pas at term.
Fifth a
jacks c,
Phone 57-s.
Latest and greatest farce trinmph by
..
County Physician.
the author of "Are You a Mannar
WANrrED-- oarders at the old
The county physician will be
With Leo Litrichatein, Print Wilreliable ifest ,,fipu,ae,"1 - 315 South elected during
the fiscal session next
liams, Katherine Florence, George
Second itre'et. ';• Mis: Mita Kennedy. week, for two years. Dr. J.
W.
Lawrence, Geo. Bonder', Jr., and
Pendley has been. county physician
BY W. A. TREJLAYNE AND IRrrr! original New York cam.. POR sALr &FAP-LA lot of for several
years and is a candidate
VIN HALL.
"It will • cure Tool banes"—New
first-class housholid .furnittire. rigs,
for re-election,,' while Dr. Yottng is
COMPLETE
SCENIC PRODUCYork Herald.
dining room table and stare, etc. etc.
also an applicant. It is expected
TION AND ACCESSORIES.
"Do you know Sunny ihnr You
9J3 Trimble, Phon 323.
several others will seek the place.
PRICES: 11$C, 35C, 3,75C. $1.00 tn4
ought to.
Judge Lightfott will during the
WANTED—Two
log
or
Sa•six
tie
5c, 35c, 5 , 75c, SI. St-30
Priam
1
.
barges about afixrao feet. Advise de- fitcal court term have taken up the
Seats on Sale Saturday.
SEA TS ON SALE MONDAY
scription, present condition, location question of seHing the poor farm,
and cash price. GEO. T. HOUS- that stands at the end ofalliast Tenman, has gone to St. Mary's, Ind., to
Iv of
TON & CO., No. 824 Tribune nessee street. He has -Yrvisit his daughters who are attending
T.9,000 for the proptihthere
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
selsool there
will be discussed the proposition to
Mrs. Cora Beck has gone te MayFOR RENT—One office ovee sell it, and build another poor farm
Manager Schrader 'of the Golconda,
field
to reside.
house
twenty
on
the
acres
of ground
Walker's drug store. Apply to D.
There came out of the Peanessee CHICAGO BREWERY AWNT
telephone system, is in the city.
Lawyer Charles Gress.ham went to
the county bought beyond Meehan- river yeaterday the steamet.
ALDERMAN TO ENFOR
A. YEISER.
Mr. A. E Mellen, of the Under- Cairo fast night
icsbarg for poor farm and county tncky. She lays here until five
ORDINANCES.
wood typewriter state agency, is here
cemetery purposes.
The present o'clock tomorrow afternoon before
from Louisville.
farm was established years ago, at getting away on her return.
Judge W. 1lf. Reed will return toChicago,
Ill., .Niarces sag.—Stanley
which time that spot was a mile
The Dick Fowler skips away for Kunz, alderman from the
ight from Louisville.
sixteenth
from the city which has now Cairo at eight o'clock this morning
Hon. ohn K. Hendrick is in Smithward, classed as one of the "gray
and Mrs. T. L. Menser's in- branched out so that the farm is
about wolves" of the council, candidate for land this week.
and comes back tonight
fant child died at Melber, and was right at f the limits.
eleven.
congress, brewery agent and
Superintendenr-Pat 'Halloran, of
buried yesterday there.
The Joe Fowler comes in from horse owner, may become Chic
the Kattezjohn construction works at
—Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rogers of
Evansville today and gets out im- moost detrmined saloon refo
Cedar Bluff,Thas returned there after
South Third, have a new boy baby.
ispending several days here.
mediately on her return that way.
Not only is he planning to b
—The appellate court at Frank"'Contractor Win. Katterjohn is exThe John S. Hopkins came ;n about a strict enforcement of t
fort yesterday adfirmed the local
and o'clock and Sunday closing laws, but pected back next %week from New
yesterday
km Evansvisle
circuit court's diteidion wherein Geo.
skipped away at once on her return he also may develop intoo a saloon V.Irk where he went on business.
magnate with drarnahops on every
Johnson lost „his'‘uit against the PASSED AWAY AS RESULT OF to that city.
lion l'tfilte Oliver returned from
TREATMENT SUBJECTcorner in his ward where beer will Benton
Paducah Laundry 45f Fifth and Jefyesterday.
The Buttorff gets to Nashville be sold at 5 cents a pint.
ED TO.
ferson. Johnson itepped behind the
Mrs. George Clark. Miss Ruth
tonight and leaves there tomorrow
Angered by the opposition to. his
laundry one night, falSfrito an Japen
afternoon, bound back this way, election of various breweries and sa- Clark, Mrs. J. J., Speed and see of
hot water vat and was badly scalded.
Kansas City, are visiting Captain and
loon men because he voted for the bars. George
She Wes the Second Wife of Maicic reacting this city Sunday.
He sued for damages, but loses.
Clark.
There passed out yesterday en $1,000 saloon license ordinance, the
Hugh Dennis, and Not One
Mr. T. A. Dennis and daughter,
—All tire.-nelvsboys of the city
route to St. Louis from the Ten, alderman yesterday served notice on Mrs. W. Speight, of Union
Who Lived Here.
City,
attended Tbe. liCAtoitky performance
nessee river the steamer City of a number of the' leading liquor men Teem., are visiting Mrs. W. T. Can.
last night as guests of Manager
of the ward that he would retaliate
Saltillo.
'Mrs. Wm. Nelson, of New Orleans,
Thomas it?tnrtilatifi. tt. -Or*
in a severe manner unless they glue it visiting
.
Telegraphic dispatches from New
Fm
Mr. Townsend, of West
The Peters Lee passed up last
U
supporting his opponent.
—Oscar .Verl,:zs, talnesiilier at York yesterday morning stated that
Brouslway.
night bound for Cincinnati from
Hotel Lagomarsino, felt 'Iwo the the night before Mrs. Hugh
Aldermen W. T. Miller returned
result(D'emnis Memphis.
Postman Allard Williams
elevator shaft and broke his leg and died in t,lte Mjerseilles hotel, as
Ni yesterday from Mayfield
two ribs, tt wre re-set by Dr. of abertive treatment she subjected. The steamer Katherine left yester- Mayfield on business.
Mr.-William Scott, the hardware
Jeff Rober
heeielf to to conceal a scandal and day\ at (loon for Island No. 63 after
a 'dad of cypress timber for Cinoin—The towboat l'acific No. 1 her guilt.
nati firms. The boat carried with
afternoon
papers
The
yesterhere
passed douhrlIglit‘ldisy with aa
By Expert. Graduate Opticiaa
her
the big Barrett barge that carve
published
that the deceased was
barges of iron and„meel, and many day
the Mrs. Hugh Dennis who was here down last week from Pomeroy, 0
barges loaded
coal.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
eight years ago with her husband, with 3,000 barrels of salt for the
—Tomorrovv
Of Paducidth, Kentucky,
afternoon .at
2 Major lingh Dennis, the well khoivn J. R. Smith_ and
son wholesale
o'clock The Farmers'
Institute life insurance man, but who later grocery establishment of this city
Capital and Surplus, $11515,0006
meets at the City. Hall.
achieved world wide notoriety by his and the Tennessee and Cumberlatar
--The I. C. blacksmiths ase pre- get-rich-quick concern
in St. Louis river Packet companies.
Capt.
paring to give their big annual ball,
whore two years ago he died. This Meyer who ,unloaded the salt by ED P. NOBLE,PRES..
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PEES
the arrangements committee having woman who died in New York is the
contract is going matt on the towbeen named.
second wife of the deceased major, boat Woods that tows Pittsburg
I
N. W. VAN cut.n4 CASHIER.
am) not the first wife, who on her coal from Cairo to St. Louis for the
i,
husband recovering from sickness gas companies of the
latter city.
If your blood 4t rifffIt
Transacts
all
regular
banking
basineeti.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
here took him to Canada, and then to
1- per east par annum on time certificate -0 deposits.. Safety boxes bi- 1E4
-h-r -parent's- -horis%-in- Vineermet And,
JEWELER - ft OPTICIAN
take
and hildren of
She separated. from him, got -a di- Dyersburg, Tenn., are visiting the proof vault for rent at 1113 to
Ito
per year as to elm. You carry your min
vorce, and is now living in Indianap327 Broadway.
former's mothers-Mrs Alice Hawkins. bay
and no one but yourself has Sc coos.
oils. Ind.
`Hugh Dennis went to St. Loms,
became a Creosus in his get-richquick concern. There in St. Louis
he married Miss Blanche Turner, 9f
Tearas.
It is a new, pleasant combinaShe. went to Ne)I York several
tion .of best known _vegetable seekd ago and died without divulgalteratives and terics.
ing %Om caused fiqr unfortunate conShe "passed away at a fash? •I'
ionable hotel and is the daughter of
IT CLEANSES,
a Texas planter of wealth. She never
IT PURIFIES
was ja ,padlicah.
While Major -Dennis lived here he
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVATOR.
LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL........NUT. ,es
Itl VITALIZBS. resided-at The Palmer and also tha
CENTS PER RI/MEL
New 'Richmond Hotels.
Carefully prepared in our
Eio.President Cleveland .has° sold
Own laboratory.
his farm lyihg a short distance out, side of Princeton. 'He bought -the
fartp.soon after going there to live
and intended to make it an indUstrial l
.•
INCORAORATED. ..
fart% for poor boys. The project.
a failure.
proved
. Fifth
• Droggists,
B
A intim in trouble always appreci-f
'willY*
Both Phones tn. •
ate a favor--until he gets it.
Incorporated.

Special Scenery and Electrical Effects
Sags' facticm Guaranteed.
Prices 10,20 and 30c
-:Seats Now Selling
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To-Night

\Monday Night,
April 2.

The Rodney Stock
Company

Tues. Night, Apr.3

ADELAIDE
THURSTON

Featuring

BEFORE
Miss Vane Calvert
and 6. Bert Rodney
AND

THE RIVERS

•

NOW A REFORMER

AFTER "Ike iriuMph

of Betty"
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SPECTACLES

MRS. DENNIS DEAD

EYE GLASSES
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Property SI tiet.s
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ETES TESTED FREE

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

J. L. WOLFF,

Walker's
Sarsaparilla
With Iodide Potash

Prospects for Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TR4MWA7ER COAL now and save money

PROMPT DELIVERY,,.
Foot of

R. W. WALKER11

ea

st
ill.
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